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Chapter 1
Introduction
Soils are recognized as an important factor for the food production and for
the balance in many ecosystems. In areas where water is scarce, the need to
improve its usage has sparked the research of ow in soils, setting the stage
for the development of the young science of soil hydrology. Nowadays, as
the demand for reliable on-eld characterization of soils grows [San1], the
realization of heterogeneity in the soil features has fuelled the development
of experimental techniques and theoretical models, which; with the help of
computational tools of analysis, may elucidate the inherent character of the
soil under research. Though they are far from having reached a mature stage
yet, rm advances in both can be presented nowadays, as the chapter 2 fur-
ther explains. For this reason, the science of soil hydrology is experiencing a
promising time in the achievement of its long-term scientic goals.
By the other hand, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) performed at
highly inhomogeneous, low magnetic elds is also experiencing a ourishing
time nowadays mainly due to the fact that it is stayed unnoticed to many
researchers until the pioneering work of Jasper Jackson in 1980 [Jac1]. He
actually was the rst person to perform an NMR measurement in ex-situ
geometry of the magnet, i.e. under the philosophy of bringing the sensor to
the sample and not viceversa, as usually it had been the case before. Pos-
teriorly, when it was realized such sensors could provide information about
uids saturating porous media, their development received strong impetus
from oileld companies like Schlumberger and NUMAR [Kle1, Coa1], which
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produced their own logging instruments. Currently there are routinely de-
ployed in oil wells worldwide.
The measurement of soil moisture via NMR, though it was among the rst
applications of ex-situ instruments [Mat1], has not received yet an equivalent
support. Nevertheless, soil hydrology has made meanwhile impressive ad-
vancements in construction a rm quantitative description of the phenomena
of moisture in soils and the factors which are part of it. These advancements
have been also supported by the emergence of experimental techniques such
as Time Domain Reectometry (TDR) [Rob1], Neutron Absortion [Sak1] or
Electrical Impedance Tomography [Dai1]. Beyond their demonstrated util-
ity, these techniques are not free of drawbacks: their results for soil moisture
can also be adversely aected by local conditions such as ion concentration
and the changes in the saturation resulting from actual presence of the sensor.
NMR certainly can play an important role in the future of experimental
soil hydrology. A promising example of this is given by the NMR-sounding
technique, which has successfully been applied in the search of aquifers in the
last 10 years [Mej1]. In the case of low-eld NMR, several advantages make it
interesting in comparison to the existing techniques. The physical principle
it relies on is not aected by ion concentrations in the soil and the ex-situ
geometry certainly fullls the conditions for a non-destructive measurement
of soil moisture. The present dissertation constitutes a contribution in this
sense: A low-eld NMR sensor is presented that performs the measurement
of partial saturation, the main parameter that describes the moisture in soils
and also obtains information about the microscopical condition of the re-
tained soil via Laplace analysis.
Following the actual development of research carried out, two conceptions
for this instrument are presented in chapter 4: The NMR-SPADE, with a
design based on the NMR-MOUSEr, and the NMR Slim Line Tool (SLT),
with a cylindrical design inspired in the NUMAR well-logging tool [Coa1].
On the ground of considerations made for these instrument conceptions and
based on the theoretical concepts presented in chapter 3, the SLT-tool was
the chosen design to be constructed and tested. Such theoretical concepts
include the phenomena of NMR in highly inhomogeneous eld and the inu-
ence of totally saturated porous media on the relaxation of the NMR signal.
3In chapter 5, a variety of outow experiments in model soil are described
to give evidence of the capability of the built sensor to monitor the ow dy-
namics of the retained water. In fact, using concepts of inverse analysis, it
is shown how the hydraulic character of the soil can be extracted of these
experimental data. From the result of these experiments, a hydraulic char-
acterization of the model soil is obtained, paving the path to make the NMR
data of partially saturated soils a routine experimental technique for the hy-
drologist. In this sense, the on-eld measurements, presented in chapter
6, seemed and was to be the next natural step to do: They were carried
out in a test site of the Transregio project TR32 [TR32, 2010] in Selhausen
near Duren, Germany, during a eight-day long eld campaign and prove that
non-invasive measurement of soil moisture via NMR is possible outdoors.
So, without further preambles, the basic theory of the object of study of
the built NMR instrument, that is, the dynamics of ow in partially satu-
rated porous media, is now introduced in the next chapter.
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Chapter 2
Dynamics of Soil Water
Though not having as object of study a fundamental state of matter, the
physics of porous media encloses a rich variety of phenomena of basic interest
and nds a broad range of applications in industry, mining and agriculture.
Porous media are found in nature with certain frequency, and the fact that
the most important natural resource of the world, fossil oil, lies incrusted
in totally saturated porous rocks has certainly acted as an incentive for the
scientic eort in this area.
On the other hand, research in partially saturated media has experienced
a more recent development. It was sparked by the need to improve the
usage of water in dry areas and was further driven to cope with the general
objectives of the science of hydrology [Bea1]. Partially saturated soils, having
water as the uid phase, is a classical example of these media. The most
primordial physical quantity in their description is the partial saturation ,
which is dened by the coecient of the volume of water Vw retained in a
certain volume V of the porous medium:
 =
Vw
V
(2.1)
where this "certain" volume V must always be larger that the representa-
tive volume of the media (REV). The REV is the minimum volume of the
medium in which the physical quantities that describe it, like density or
even saturation, exhibit yet a continuous character [Bea1]. Only then can
the macroscopic frame, set by the equations presented in this chapter, be
taken as valid. As a natural consequence of the last denition, the value of
saturation when the soil is totally saturated s equals the porosity of the soil.
5
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Figure 2.1: Flow regimes in
partially saturated media: In
the region A, the water phase
is not continuous. The pres-
sure pw in water is determined
mostly by the capillary pres-
sure, and changes in the pres-
sure pa of air are negligible
compared to those of pw. In
B, the water phase becomes so
continuous that the pw is given
by the capillary and and grav-
ity forces. This is the regime
valid for the Richard equation.
In C, the saturation  has in-
creased so much that the air
phase is no longer continuous.
pa becomes an important driv-
ing force for water, i.e. the
ows of air and water couple.
Richards equation is not longer
valid (Figure taken from Roth
[Rot1]).
SoilWater
Zone
In their natural environment, subsurface water shows roughly, without
any regard of either the type of soil or the meteorological conditions lying
thereupon, a three-zone structure as the one displayed in Fig. 2.1. The
rst zone (A) is called the soil water zone and is where the water is re-
tained mostly due capillary forces. Thereunder lies the vadose zone (B), a
zone where the saturation has increased so much than the water forms a
continuous phase. Under this conditions, gravitational and capillary forces
determine the energetic balance of the retained water. Finally, at the bottom
lies the groundwater zone or aquifer (C), corresponding to area where the
soil is completely saturated. This zone can extend in depth from a few to
hundred meters, depending on factors like the geology of the subsurface or
the macroclimatic conditions reigning in the region. In the groundwater zone
water moves in horizontal ows which develop in ranges totally dierent to
those found in the vadose zone (hundred of km, [Rot1]).
Due to its importance in the hydraulic characterization of soils, it is the
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vadose zone the area where the experimental research of this dissertation
takes place. Such a characterization means to establish a model to describe
quantitatively how much a soil "conducts" or "holds" water. Specially in
agriculture this is an important information: Well graded soils like sandy
loams [Bea1], which let water ow away under inltration events while at
the same time retain in their pore enough water to make it available for
plants, exhibit in this regard a balanced behavior.
2.1 Flow in unsaturated media
In the water contained in partially saturated porous media, the capillary
force plays a major role. It acts along the surface of water in the tangential
direction and is originated by the dierence in the inward attraction between
the molecules at the interior of the liquid and those lying at the surface of
the contact. It is therefore a surface-governed force, changing completely its
character depending on whether or not the uid wets porous medium.
Figure 2.2: Retained water between two grains of same size.
In the case of a wetting uid, the water phase assumes between two grains
of similar size a form like that presented in the gure 2.2. For this simple
example, the interface between water and air possesses clearly two principal
radii of curvatures r0 and r00 which are related to the value of the capillary
pressure pc through the relation pc=wa(1=r
0+1=r00), where ws is the inter-
facial tension between water and the solid matrix [Bea1]. This past equation,
although represents a very simplied picture of the inuence the shape of the
retained water has on the pressure pc, serves well to make a important point
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common to all soils: The decrease of saturation, expressed in particular in
Fig. 2.2 by a reduction of the radii of curvature r0 and r00, has as a conse-
quence an sharp increment in pc. In fact, this capillary pressure can actually
reach fairly high values for soils with small grain sizes like clay (pc  100
Atmospheres) when the soil is only saturated up to 5% of s.
In the case of a real soil, a detailed description of the relation between pc
and the geometrical factors of the liquid interface, (and therefore the partial
saturation) would be a theoretical task almost impossible to surmount. For-
tunately, the concept of energy furnish us with a generalized frame that makes
the relation between saturation and capillary pressure more tractable. The
water pressure head must be then introduced, dened simply as h = pc=wg
where w is the density of water and g the acceleration of gravity. The head
h is an expression of the capillary energy stored in the retained water that
occupies a REV of a porous medium with a partial saturation . In general,
the functional dependance of h on the saturation  is a proper feature of the
soil, receiving in hydrology the name of retention function. Its determina-
tion through experimental means or its prediction through theoretical models
have been research objectives in hydrology almost since its foundation as a
science. Within this scientic eort, Van Genuchten T. [Van1] made an im-
portant contribution when purposed a closed-form expression for the inverse
of the mentioned relationship (h), which reads:
Se =
1
[1 + (h)n]
1 1=n (2.2)
where Se comes to be the relative saturation, which depends on  in the
following way:
Se =
   r
s   r (2.3)
In this last equation, r represents the residual saturation and has a phys-
ical interpretation that will be claried in short. In regard to equation 2.2,
the so called Van Genuchten parameters like  (its inverse is the so-called air
entry pressure) and n (related to the broadness of the pore size distribution
of the soil) dene the texture of the soil under research: Depending on its
sort (sand, silt, clay or a mixture thereof) these parameter take well dened
values, like those presented in the Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Typical values for the Van Genuchten-Muallem parameters for
sand, silt and loam. Taken from [Rot1].
s r  (/cm) n Ko (mm/min)
Sand 0.32 0.03 0.023 4.17 1.32
Silt 0.41 0.01 0.007 1.30 0.6
Loam 0.43 0.00 0.016 1.25 0.18
Without any doubt, the retention curve h() represents solely a partial
aspect of the relation between the uid and the porous medium in soils:
It describes how well the soil retains the contained water. As mentioned
before, the other aspect of these phenomena, i.e. the conduction of water,
constitutes also another characteristic of interest. These both aspects are
considered as a whole in the dynamic equation for ow in partially saturated
media already established by Richards in 1931 [Bea1]:
@
@t
=
@
@z

K ()

@h ()
@z
+ 1

; (2.4)
where K() stays for the hydraulic conductivity, a quantity naturally depen-
dant on the partial saturation . The Richard equation, presented here in
its 1D form, describes the evolution of the saturation (z; t) that depends on
time t and soil depth z under the inuence of gravity and capillary forces
within the vadose zone. The solution manifest the hydraulic character of the
soil under certain boundary and initial conditions.
Given these externally determined conditions, it is necessary to have a
way to describe the conductive aspect of the soil in order to make the eq.
2.4 solvable, i.e. an analytical expression for the K(). Mualem [Mua1]
purposed in 1976 a statistical model to calculate K() based on the pore-size
distribution of the soil, which, applied to the Van Genuchten model (eq. 2.2),
produces also a closed form for the hydraulic conductivity:
K (Se) = KsS
l
e
h
1 

1  S
1
m
e
mi2
(2.5)
where m=1   1=n and l is a pore-connectivity parameter, introduced pri-
marily by Mualem to express empirically the lack of linearity in the relation
between theK and . Though this last parameter has been considered related
to the ow-path tortuosity by Mualem himself, its exact physical interpreta-
tion is still a matter of discussion and research [Sch1, Sch2]. On the other
hand, consideration of eq. 2.5 makes the signicance of r clear: It represents
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the saturation at which the partially saturated soil no longer conducts water.
This is an empirical fact that has always been observed in the experimental
research and that the introduction of r in the equation 3.2 permits to take
into account.
The unsaturated soil hydraulic properties, (h) and K(), are in general
highly nonlinear functions of the pressure head h that can be described by the
Van Genuchten-Mualem model (VGM). A widely accepted model for them
are provided by the Equations 2.5 and 2.2, known as the Van Genuchten-
Mualem (VGM model). Together with eq. 2.4, they compose the theoretical
framework to predict the behavior of saturation in the soil under any arbi-
trary boundary condition. It is important, however, to say the description
given by them corresponds only to one side of the truth. Experimentally
the saturation (z; t) has shown also hysteresis character, which, of course,
breaks the assumed monotonous relationship between h and  [Rot1]. This
is nevertheless not a source of concern given the regime of the experiments
carried out in this dissertation.
The reliable determination of (h) and K() through experimental meth-
ods constitutes a broad front of work in hydrology. Experimental methods,
established as the most accepted in this eld of research and based on setups
such as the Hassler, the Klute, and the Haines apparatuses, usually yield
time series of data of two dierent sorts: fpc(tk); (tk)g or fpc(tk); K(tk)g,
for instance [Bro1, Klu1, Oso1]. The setup presented in this dissertation
produces in contrast a sole experimental type of data: A time series of par-
tial saturations f(tk)g measured non-invasively by NMR. The way NMR, a
technique based on nuclear properties, makes possible the quantication of
water in a REV is explained in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
3.1 Introduction
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), rst known as "nuclear induction", was
discovered by Felix Bloch and Edward Purcell in 1945. It is the property
that some nucleus possess to emit a signal with a characteristic frequency
!o, called the Larmor frequency, when exposed to a static eld Bo and a
radiofrequency (rf) eld B1. The response of the nucleus will be maximal
when the frequency !rf of the rf eld equals !o. In other words, when the
magnetic dipole of the nucleus "resonates" with the B1. The proportion
between the Larmor frequency and the magnitude of the static eld jBoj
happens to be a nucleus-dependant constant, known as . This feature of
the resonance denes the basic relation of NMR:
!o =  jBoj
Two are the main conditions to achieve resonance: Equality between the
rf frequency (set in laboratory) and the Larmor frequency and perpendicular-
ity between the static and the rf elds. Since this dissertation relates to the
measurement of moisture in soil exclusively, we restrict ourselves to proton
resonance, i.e., =2.674 108 rad/T.sec. It is clear, however, that nuclear res-
onance is possible in a variety of isotopes beyond 1H, like 7Li, 19F, 23Na and
35Cl, to mention some examples. It is well known that a necessary condition
for the occurrence of NMR is the non-zero value of the angular momentum of
the nucleus, i.e. the spin I. It is, therefore, a quantum mechanical property
of nature, which strictly speaking must be described in a formal way by the
operator formalism. Fortunately, in the case of proton (I=1/2), the operator
formalism of the nuclear resonance is completely equivalent to a vectorial
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description. Therefore, it is useful at this point to introduce a classical vec-
torial quantity that perfectly serves to describe the dynamics of resonance:
the magnetization Mo.
Consider a population of N protons in a diamagnetic sample like water or
any organic compound. The addition of the magnetic dipole of their respec-
tive spins at a temperature T well above the O K and under the presence of
the static eld Bo will manifest macroscopically as the magnetization vector
Mo of that sample, which is described by the known relation:
Mo =
N2~2I (I + 1)
3kT
Bo; (3.1)
where k is the Boltzmann constant and ~ is the constant of Planck. The role
of Mo in the detection of NMR is of most importance: Its change in time is
in fact the quantity that the element, used to detect the resonance, senses.
A straightforward consequence of eq. 3.1 is that the higher the static eld
becomes, the easier will be the detection of the resonance. This an important
fact from the technical point of view: It explains why it is so advantageous
to perform NMR experiments in high magnetic elds: as the magnetiza-
tion (and therefore the signal generated by it) accordingly grows, correlation
experiments become feasible, i.e. experiments where only a fraction of the
available magnetization is excited.
However, it must be pointed out that in this dissertation we are concerned
to the development of an application in low-eld NMR, where the signal
sensed by the time-dependant vector Mo will be inherently much smaller.
The advantages of low-eld approach lies in another aspect of the technique.
Since it uses permanent magnets to generate the Bo, the experimental setup
needed will in general portable and small sized. In this sense, the equation
3.1 comes to be of use as a tool for the assessment of the performance in
NMR equipment [Hou1].
Equation 3.1 also oers the opportunity to introduce a quantity of im-
portance in this work: By dividing the magnetization through the number
of spins Mo=N we obtain a quantity, which through the dening relation
Mo=N==oBo (o stays for permeability of vacuum) establishes also the
so called nuclear susceptibility . As it might be supposed, this is a dimen-
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sionless, intensive property of the material under research, taking dierent
values for water (4.04 x 10 9), ethanol (3.0 x 10 9) or rubber (2 x 10 9), and
that will in fact be of use in section 4.2.
As it has been already mentioned, the evolution of the vector M (t) in
time describes the dynamics of the resonance, governed by the macroscopic
eect of the static and rf eld on the population of spins. The advantages
of the vector model are however not merely descriptive. It permits also the
introduction of phenomenological terms that reproduce the interaction of the
spins between each other (transverse relaxation T2) and the interaction be-
tween the spins and the reservoir of energy established by the static eld
(longitudinal relaxation T1). Under these assumptions, Felix Bloch proposed
the equations 3.2 shortly after the discovery of NMR, furnishing so a theo-
retical frame for mentioned interactions.
dMx
dt
= My(Bo   !rf=)  Mx
T2
dMy
dt
= MzB1   Mx (Bo   !rf=)  My
T2
dMz
dt
= MyB1   Mz  Mo
T1
(3.2)
These equations, expressed in a system of reference rotating with fre-
quency !rf and where the rf eld B1 can be simply written as B1bx, describe
how the vector M, of components (Mx;My;Mz) and initially at equilibrium
with the value Mobz, evolves under the inuence of the static eld, the rf eld
and the relaxation terms T1 and T2. The Bloch equation are the basic tool to
understand spin manipulation via pulsed elds and are of most importance
in NMR.
Due to the averaging eect of the tumbling movement of the molecules
over the dipolar interaction among the spins, liquids samples exhibit values
for the relaxation times T2 and T1 fairly larger than those in solids. Under
this circumstance, equations 3.2 can be employed during the application of
short-timed rf pulses in a relaxation-free regime. A very simple result that
can be extracted from this condition is the tilting eect a rf pulse of duration
t90 of rf eld has on the magnetization M. The tilt angle  is then given by
the expression:
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 =  jB1j t90 (3.3)
Since the maximum resonance signal will be received when the tilt angle
 reaches a value of 90, it is the common practice in NMR to set the du-
ration of the pulse to do so. The moment in which the magnetization M is
eectively tilted is a special one: Only then, all the spins are perpendicular to
the static eld Bo and instantaneously exhibit a feature of great importance
in NMR: Coherence, that is, the spins possess all the same quantum state
for a short time after o-switching the pulse.
Due to many reasons, the coherence cannot be maintained in time, lead-
ing to a decay in the oscillating magnetization M. The so-generated signal
is called the "free induction decay" (named FID, see g. 3.1) of the nucleus.
General speaking, the decay of the FID is at rst order governed by the in-
homogeneities of the static eld and at second order by other interactions
associated properly to the sample. This is a circumstance that can be re-
garded as unwished since, if NMR is to be applied as tool to pursue research
on materials, the researcher is mostly interested in the inuence the nature of
the sample has on the signal and not in any eld-related eect. Fortunately,
Erwin Hahn found few years after the discovery of NMR a way to overcome
this diculty, the well known spin echoes.
3.2 Spin echoes
As mentioned, inhomogeneity of the static eld can screen the eect that the
sample-related interactions have on the FID signal. So ways to circumvent
this circumstance were always wished from the early days of NMR. Erwin
Hahn was the rst person to realize that the loss of coherence due to eld
homogeneity can be reversed by a further rf pulse, and showed that the
strongest signal was obtained when this second pulse, applied a time E=2
after the rst one, corresponded to tilt angle of 180 [Hah1]. The sequence
90-180 pulse is therefore called "Hahn sequence", shown in the Fig. 3.1,
and causes the emergence of spin echo SE at a time E after the rst pulse.
The convenience of the word "echo" to name this phenomena is then obvi-
ous: As the rst experiments pointed out, the signal arose at a the time E=2
after the 180 pulse. This time actually equals the lapse between previously
applied 90 and the 180 pulses. Hence, and citing the words Hahn used in his
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pioneering article, the population of spins seemed in regard to application
of rf pulses to possess some kind of "memory" when responding to the pulses.
t
E
/2
transmitter
receiver
TX
RX
t90
FID
t
E
/2
G
SE
Figure 3.1: Hahn sequence. The Free Induction Decay and the Spin Echo
are despicted.
Nowadays it is clear that this "memory" can be fully understood in terms
of evolution of coherence. During the rst stage of the sequence (between
the 90 and the 180 pulses) the eld inhomogeneity induces phase shifts in
the evolution of the magnetization which can be inverted by the 180 pulse.
Hence, all the phase shifts are balanced by the time the echo emerges. It is,
furthermore, a quite fortunate circumstance that the sequence works even in
elds of very high inhomogeneity, i.e. under a permanent gradient G. This
makes possible the reliable acquisition of NMR signals in low-eld equipment
like the NMR-MOUSE or the oileld logging tools.
There are, however, other mechanisms of loss of coherence which gain
importance once the inuence of eld inhomogeneity has been wiped out. In
the case of liquids (what this dissertation concerns) they are the diusion
movement of the water molecule and the proper transverse relaxation T2.
For this reason, the maximum amplitude of the echo SE can never reach the
initial amplitude of the FID, since during the echo time  these mechanism
has been acting on the evolution of coherence. Their eect is described in
the equation 3.4, which expresses the magnitude of the magnetization M at
the echo time E in terms of the eld inhomogeneity, given at rst order
by a constant gradient g, the coecient of self-diusion D and the initial
amplitude M(0) [Sch3].
M (E) =M (0) exp ( E=T2) exp(  2g2 1
12
D 3E) (3.4)
Although this sequence allows to overcome the loss of coherence due to
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eld inhomogeneity, the researcher, still willing to measure a constant like T2
in liquid samples, must also face additional screening eect the diusion has
on the measured relaxation. In a natural extension of the Hahn sequence,
Carr and Purcell [Car1] purposed a sequence that helps to quantify the inu-
ence of diusion on the relaxation, making possible the measurement of the
T2 indirectly. Later Meiboom and Gill [Mei1] brought forth the development
of this sequence by introducing a phase cycling in the rf pulses that also com-
pensates loss of phase originated by the inhomogeneity in the rf elds. The
resulted sequence, therefore called Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill, has a capi-
tal importance in low eld NMR: It proved crucial for enhancement of the
signal-to-noise ratio in the imaging application of the NMR-MOUSE [Cas1]
and it is also of routine use in well logging applications [Coa1].
tE/2
transmitter
receiver
tE
exp{-/ }t T2,eff
tE
TX
RX
t90
1 2 NE
RD
NS times repeated
time
t180
Figure 3.2: Carr-Purcell-Meibom-Gill rf pulse sequence. Figure adapted from
[Blu1].
Essentially, the sequence consist in the sequential application of NE re-
focusing pulses (g. 3.2) with the in-between emerging echoes acquired at
time nE, where n is the echo number. The sequence is usually repeated a
number of times NS. The total series of spin echoes constitutes a signal with
a decay described a magnetization M(nE) by the equation 3.5, a natural
extension of eq. 3.4.
M (nE) =M (0) exp ( nE=T2) exp(  2g2D (nE) 1
12
 2E) (3.5)
So, by changing the echo time E the weight of the diusion term in the
decay can be controlled, permitting by extrapolation of E to zero a mea-
surement of the T2 constant in liquids.
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Up to now, we have introduced concepts in NMR developed from a time in
which as a technique, it was conned to indoor laboratories and performed
with bulky and heavy equipment. This is, however, not the direction to
which this dissertation is aimed. In general and thanks to their portability,
low-eld equipment is convenient for on-eld applications, being many of
these instrument built on ex-situ geometry. As a price to be paid for such
a philosophy of design, their operation entails the unavoidable circumstance
of detecting the NMR signal in highly inhomogeneous elds. It is important,
for this reason, to delineate some key features NMR exhibites under this
condition, due to their utility in the design phase of the two main instrument
considered in this dissertation.
3.3 NMR in inhomogeneous elds
Hurlimann et. al [Hur1] presented in their insightful article a theoretical
study of the temporal evolution of the magnetization during a CPMG pulse
sequence under highly inhomogeneous elds Bo and B1. In the coming para-
graphs, some ideas of their study will be presented, ideas which are also of
great importance for this work.
Consider the most general case where the staticBo and rfB1 elds occupy
a semi-innite volume with an known spatial dependance. It is at this level
convenient to introduce the eective eld B1;c that tilts the magnetization
when the pulse are applied, i.e. the component of B1 that is both orthogonal
to Bo and polarized circularly, which is expressed by the following relation:
B1;c =
1
2
h
B1  BoB1 Bo
Bo Bo
i
(3.6)
Given the most general spatial dependance of the static and rf elds, the
two main conditions for resonance, mentioned already in the introduction,
will only comply totally in a certain surface and partially in a space sur-
rounding this surface. To describe how well this compliance, the denition
of the oset frequency:
!o =  jBoj   !rf (3.7)
and the frequency equivalent of the eective tilting rf eld
!1 =  jB1;cj (3.8)
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comes to be of use. These denitions establish then a new set of variables
to describe the resonance. To make their utility evident, consider the fol-
lowing example: Taking into account also eq. 3.3, a point in space, where
the spin are on-resonance and the rf pulse of duration t90 accomplish to
tilt the magnetization M 90 degrees, is represented by the pair of values
(!o; !1)=(0; =t90). So all the places in space where the main conditions
for resonance are totally fullled will be depicted in the space !o   !1 by
this sole point. As the reader might intuit, the usage of these variable space
furnishes a theoretical frame where the resonance in highly inhomogeneous
elds nds almost seamlessly its natural expression.
Now the evolution of the unitary magnetization m during a CPMG se-
quence can be better considered. Exposed to multiple manipulations carried
out by the rf pulses, its evolution takes place numerous coherence pathways.
Although the structure of these pathways can become quite complicated,
since it grows with the number of pulse applied [Kim1], it has been shown
that the temporal evolution of m can asymptotically be described as a sim-
ple rotation around an eective axis bnB. The concept of the eective axis of
rotation is indeed very useful as it helps to conceptualize the behavior of the
resonance locally.
In order to bring these ideas forward, a convention, implicitly introduced
in eq. 3.2 and assumed throughout this dissertation, must be now stated:
the direction of the static eld Bo determines the local z-axis and the eld
B1;c does the same for the local x-axis. Hence, the most general eld maps
Bo and B1 denes a the frame of reference that changes point to point in the
whole volume of interest. The projection of the eective axis of rotation bnB
onto the local frame of reference (nx,ny,nz describes the eect the local elds
have on the resonance point by point, independent of the shape the latter
might have: An axis of rotation that lies mostly in the z-axis (cnB  bnz)
means that the local magnetization has been barely aected by rf eld B1.
On the other hand, if the bnB is projected away from the z axis, the more
eective the elds has been at that certain point to induce resonance.
Another useful concept is the nutation frequency 
, i.e. the angular
frequency of the magnetization during the active period of the rf pulse.

 =
q
!2o + !
2
1
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So, with the use of the denitions for 
, !o and !1, and taking into
account the temporal parameters of the CPMG sequence (Fig. 3.2), its nal
eect on the unitary magnetization m, initially lying parallel to z axis, can
be calculated. The result m1;y, projected over the y-axis, corresponds to
the component of m that eectively induces NMR signal in the coil, as a
consequence of the principle of reciprocity [Hou1]. It is described by the
following formula:
m1;y =
!1


sin (
t90)
1 +
h


!1
sin (!o=2) cot (
t180=2) +
!o
!1
cos (!otE/ 2)
i2 (3.9)
Equation 3.9 is a very general one, since it is expressed on the space of
variables (!o,!1). It is also, for the same reason, a powerful equation in-
deed. To illustrate this point, consider the Fig. 3.3, where the equation 3.9
is evaluated over the mentioned space for a CPMG pulse sequence of param-
eters t180=35 sec and E=130 sec. The election of these parameters is in
fact not arbitrary, as appendix A will later show.
In this gure the nine contour lines of m1;y for values between 0.8 and
-0.8 are depicted. As expected, the points where the magnetization is tilted
90 and 270 (m1;y=1,-1) are represented by the coordinate pairs (0,=t180)
and (0,3=t180).
Though its generality, it is important to place this gure in the right
context to avoid misuse. When the scaling of the rf eld is made in =t180
units, it is assumed inherently that the arrangement made by the rf coil, the
tank circuit and the power amplier will always supply power enough to tilt
the magnetization at the point where the resonance occurs. Depending on
the actual value of !rf , such a condition might be hard to achieve experi-
mentally for certain points in space, so care must be taken when conferring
a interpretation to the Fig. 3.3 in the light of a given static eld geometry.
There are other features of the Fig. 3.3 which deserve to be commented.
The bath-like structure of the contour lines is strongly dependent on the
values of t180 and E. Furthermore, the width of this structure around the
point of tilt magnetization (0,=t180) is inversely proportional to the length
of the refocusing pulse t180. The structure represents all the spins with a
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Figure 3.3: Coherence map for m1;y calculated to a CPMG pulse sequence
in inhomogeneous elds with parameters t180=35 sec and E=130 sec.
magnetization that has been partially tilted by the sequence. If for a certain
sensor of the eld maps Bo and B1 are given, the evaluation of this structure
in the functional relation between the !o-!1 space and the space (x,y,z) will
determine the sensitive volume V of the sensor. As a consequence, the elec-
tion of t180 denes the size of the sensitive volume. Precisely in this point lies
the conceptually most important dierence between NMR in homogeneous
and in inhomogeneous elds: Whereas in homogeneous elds the length of
the pulse determines the tilt of the magnetization only, in inhomogeneous
elds each pulse of nite width is selective in space, aecting the signal not
only through the tilt of the magnetization but also through the amount of
spin excited. Due to importance of this issue for the performance of low-eld
sensors, an additional discussion in relation to this point is lead in appendix
A.
Another feature of relevance that NMR depicts under these circumstances
is the inhomogeneous character of the eective axis of rotation bnB depicts,
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thus aecting the eective relaxation time T2;eff with which the NMR signal
decays. As a consequence, T2;eff comes to be the result of the linear combi-
nation of the T1 and T2 values with a weighting factor determined by bnB. In
concrete terms:
1
T2;eff
=
1
T2
+ hn2zi
 1
T1
  1
T2

(3.10)
where hn2zi stays for the average over the sensitive volume of the squared
z-component of bnB, logically calculated over a global frame of reference (not
locally determined). The eect expressed by equation 3.10 should be in-
tuitively clear: The magnetization m, now partially tilted point to point,
relaxes in a mode that is a mixture of the two main modes T1 and T2. The
more eciently has the magnetization been tilted in given point (nz  0) the
more the relaxation will be governed by the T2 solely.
General speaking and taking into consideration the most general eld map
a low-eld NMR sensor may have, the diusion eects will also intermingle
with this mixture of relaxation modes. This fact will be of importance in
the interpretation of the relaxation spectra acquired with the constructed
NMR Slim-line Logging Tool for research on soil, as will be explained in the
Section 4.3. The mathematical tool to produce these spectra, the discreet
inverse Laplace transformation, must be therefore introduced in the next
section.
3.4 Relaxation in NMR
In the process of losing coherence, the population of spins lying within the
sensitive volume may relax at dierent rate due to multiple reasons. In
the acquired signal all these rates superpose, manifesting as the addition
of several mono-exponentials, each of them characterized by a proper decay
time Tk. The Inverse Laplace Discreet Transformation (ILDT), implemented
through an MATLAB code developed by the New Zealand group [God1],
helps to disentangle these variety of decays, producing the so called relaxation
or T2-spectra. Consider a set of discree time values ti to which the decaying
signal S(ti) is related, the ILDT transformation consists of nding a set of
amplitudes Ak related to exponential functions which added together should
reproduce the shape of the acquired S(ti) signal. Expressed in mathematical
language:
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S (ti) = 
N
k=1Ak (Tk) e
  ti
Tk (3.11)
By plotting the obtained Ak against Tk is the T2-spectra constructed, so
as it has been done in the Fig. 3.4-B for the result of the ILDT transfor-
mation applied on two dierent NMR signals (g. 3.4-A). Clearly two main
modes of decay have been separated in both signals, and furthermore, ab-
solute dierences between the modes are also found, showing therefore the
utility of the transformation in resolving features of the decay. Although a
further discussion about the resolution and sensitivity aspects in the ILDT
tool lies beyond the scope of this work, the interested reader is referred to
the article of Song Y [Son1].
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3.5 NMR in porous media
In case the uid retained in a porous medium, another mechanism of relax-
ation that comes into play is the interaction between the surface of the solid
matrix (that can contain traces of paramagnetic elements) and the nuclear
spins. Together with this interaction, the diusion movement of the spin
can also be limited by the proper presence of the solid matrix, changing the
way it aects the eective relaxation. Due to their simultaneous occurrence,
interdependent nature and importance in the current research of porous me-
dia, these phenomena are nowadays object of research extensively reported
in the literature [Fol1, Mit1, Hur2, Kle3, God2].
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1
T2;surf
= s
S
V
(3.12)
Despite this inherent complexity, the following fact has gained acceptance
among NMR researchers: The inuence of the porous medium has on the re-
laxation can be described through the Equation 3.12, which establishes the
surface-induced relaxation time T2;surf for a spin diusing in a pore with a
surface-to-volume ratio S/V. The material specic constant s reects the
supercial density of paramagnetic trace lying on the surface of the solid
matrix.
Equation 3.12 has made NMR useful for research in porous media, since
it permits to obtain structural information of the porous structure in a non-
destructive manner. Nevertheless, care must taken when considering the con-
dition under which this equation actually holds: A ratio s <r> =D, where
the <r> is the average size of the pore, lower than 1, means that the diu-
sion of the spins within happens so rapidly that on average all the enclosed
spins "feel" during the CPMG sequence the enhancing eect the surface has
on the relaxation. Such case, called "fast" diusion limit, corresponds to the
regime in which the equation 3.12 is valid. Under this circumstance, the total
inuence of the diusion, transverse and surface relaxation can be covered
by adding eq. 3.12 to eq. 3.5, yielding the following equation for the eective
transverse relaxation:
1
T2;eff
=
1
T2
+ s
S
V
+
D2g2 2E
12
(3.13)
So presented, relaxation of NMR signal from a uid retained in the porous
medium can be studied by an ex-situ sensor by making use of the last equa-
tion. When the NMR signal is acquired with short echo time (take for ex-
ample 200 sec for the Schlumberger logging tool [Kle2], a design were the
gradient at the sensitive volume is specially low), the diusion term looses
dominance in the eective relaxation. The obtained T2-spectra will exhibit
then a shape that is directly proportional to the pore distribution of the
sample. That correlation is of great value in NMR analysis of oilelds.
In the other hand, for partially saturated soils researched with the SLT
sensor developed in this dissertation, the diusion term in the 3.13 can not
be neglected anymore due to the inherently high value of the gradient found.
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This is an aspect to take care of when conferring an interpretation to the
relaxation spectra acquired with this sensor, and it is further developed in
next chapter.
Chapter 4
An NMR Moisture Sensor for
Soils
4.1 Introduction
With the aim of taking advantages of the capabilities low-eld NMR has
shown to analyze uids in porous media, an instrument was envisioned to per-
form on-eld studies in natural soils. Previously done work in this research
area includes: Patented designs of instruments like those of oil companies
such as Schlumberger and Halliburton [Kle1, Coa1] and also the design of
the NMR-MOUSEr [Blu2]. Beyond their conceptual similarities, a circum-
stance dierentiates the object of study in this work from the corresponding
one in the mentioned designs: Whereas oil logging tools were designed to
characterize porous media totally saturated, soils constitute an example of
partially saturated media.
The pursued goals for the purposed instrument are two: First, if the sen-
sor, whatever its nal conception comes to be, is going to compete with the
techniques already established in hydrology like TDR [Rob1] or Neutron Ab-
sortion [Sak1], it must also measure the partial saturation  in a REV with
similar or even better accuracy. Second, it should make use of the surface re-
laxation to obtain information about the porous structure of the soil. About
this latter point previously done research in partially saturated soils with in-
situ NMR instruments comes to be of help [Sti1]: In these instruments, the
strength of NMR signal is specially high, making multidimensional experi-
ments like diusion-weighted relaxation analysis [Hur2] and surface-weighted
relaxation analysis [Kle3] feasible.
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It is clear, however, that the partial saturation adds another variability
in the surface eect of the solid matrix, so that the interpretation of NMR
data under this circumstance acquires an increased complication. Though a
complete quantitative interpretation of such a NMR data, even for in-situ
instruments, has not been accomplished, a simple fact must always be kept
on mind when striving towards its construction: The more a result, extracted
from NMR data, is determined by the sample solely, the more useful it will
eventually be for the hydrologist or soil scientist.
In order to achieve these two goals, two conceptions in NMR instrumenta-
tion have been considered in this dissertation, one theoretically only and the
other theoretically and practically: The NMR-SPADE and the NMR Slim
Line Logging (SLL) tool.
4.2 The NMR-SPADE
Two are the elements which dene the overall performance of an NMR sensor:
The magnet that generates the static eld Bo and the coil that produces the
rf eld B1. Therefore, the correct design of a sensor takes into consideration
both of them. Under this assumption and based on the experience gained
with the construction of the NMR-MOUSEr, the development of the NMR-
SPADE is presented in this section. Calculations of the expected sensitivity
of the instrument for dierent designs are performed, based on theoretical
considerations conducted in the appendix A. The obtained result facilitates
further decision-making in regard to the nal low-eld NMR instrument to
be constructed.
The NMR-SPADE was intended to be rammed into the soil and should
measure the NMR signal of water in soil from an sensitive volume lying 50
mm away from its outer surface. Its application eld was set on multidimen-
sional relaxation analysis and when possible, imaging.
The NMR-MOUSEr represents a good example of a low-eld NMR in-
strument to perform reliable non-destructive analysis of materials in a ex-situ
geometry[Blu3]. Originally conceived for applications in material science, this
instrument has shown its capability to perform imaging [Per1], depth scan-
ning with high spatial resolution [Per2], non-destructive analysis of porous
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media [Sha1] and even high resolution spectroscopy[Per3]. The primordial
philosophy of design in the MOUSEr follows a simple goal: The gradient of
Bo, as a degree of the inhomogeneity, must be as uniform as possible within a
large volume over the sensitive side of the instrument. Beyond its simplicity,
such approach entails also an important advantage when tailoring the design
to the application the instrument is intended for: Designs with gradients be-
tween 32 T/m for depth scanning to 0 T/m for high resolution spectroscopy
have been successfully implemented.
In its rough form, the NMR-SPADE was thought to have as dimensions:
300 x 200 x 50 mm, following the design of the MOUSEr. The arrangement
of magnets comprises four permanent magnet blocks adhered to an iron plate
that deforms the eld lines at one side in such a way that these become more
focused at the other side (See Fig. 4.1). As it can be recognized, the ori-
entation of the magnets introduces an inherent symmetry in the Bo eld at
the center of the rectangle, which is naturally selected as the measurement
spot. By taking advantage of the variability of the magnitude of the static
eld gradient g with the magnet design, ten dierent designs have been con-
sidered, searching for nothing else but the enhancement of the geometrical
homogeneity of the eld lines at several measurement depths.
IronPlate Magnet
2
0
c
m
30 cm
GB
GS 5 cm
a b
X
Z
X
Y
Figure 4.1: Magnet design for the NMR-SPADE. At the origin, the z-axis is
parallel to Bo.
The parameters of importance which dene the considered designs are:
The small and big gaps (GS and GB) between the magnet blocks and the
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thickness of the magnet b and the iron plate a. The ten considered designs
are presented in the Table 4.1. Only the thickness a and the gap GB are
reported, since a+b=50 mm and the value of GS is constrained by GB in a
way explained soon. The rf coil is represented by a black rectangle centered
at the origin.
Table 4.1: Designs 1-10 for magnets in the NMR-SPADE
Design (mm) a (mm) GB (mm)
D1 30 20
D2 35 20
D3 30 30
D4 35 30
D5 30 40
D6 35 50
D7 30 50
D8 35 50
D9 40 50
D10 40 40
Solutions of the magneto-static problem posed by these magnet design
were obtained with the OPERAr commercial software, following the frame
of reference dened in 4.1. An example of the obtained solution for design
D1 is presented in the Fig. 4.2, where lines of constant amplitude are plotted.
Assuming that the uniformity in the lines of constant magnitude jBoj is
equivalent to an uniform gradient, careful examination of Fig. 4.2 makes
evident an expected feature for this design: The lines between 4000 and
5000 gauss experience a slow change in the sign of their central curvatures,
i.e. in an area between 1.7 and 0.7 cm along the Y axis. Consider the
line where the central curvature does become cero: It lies approximately at
the coordinate yo 13 mm, and it is where the static elds exhibits a more
regular inhomogeneity. In an equivalent depiction, the magnitude of Bo has
been plotted in Fig. 4.3 against the X and Y coordinates surrounding this
area, endorsing this armation further, as the change of sign in the central
curvature of the magnitude lines becomes evident.
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Figure 4.2: Contours of constant magnitude jBoj over the center of the mag-
net with design D1. XY Plane. Dashed box represents the area of homoge-
neous eld.
The position yo is where the sensitive volume for the design D1 must
be placed: Due to the uniformity in eld direction, this volume will pos-
sess, in case the sensor is constructed, a convenient at shape. The position
yo would be in this sense the "depth" of the to-build sensor: It marks the
"penetration" into the sample space and is a very important parameter for
this dissertation, as it determines also the overall performance of any low-eld
NMR instrument. As mentioned, for the design D1, this depth equals 13 mm.
So, the origin of this enhanced uniformity in the XY plane at coordinate
yo=13 mm is the introduction of a gap GB of 20 mm along the Z axis. The
small gap GS, dened along the X axis, plays in this sense a parallel role,
but for the eld in the ZY plane: For this reason it is left undened in the
denition of the designs, since it can always be adjusted to extend the found
uniformity to the plane Z.
For the rest of designs considered, the feature of enhanced uniformity is
found at certain coordinates yo which are presented in the table 4.2, together
with the corresponding values for the magnitude of Bo and the gradient g.
These are all quantities needed for the calculation of the sensitivity.
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Figure 4.3: Zoomed homogeneous area for Design D1. Field magnitude in
the Y plane.
Up to now, the present considerations have been turning around the static
eld. The rf eld, responsible for the excitation of the nuclear spin, inuences
also the overall performance of the instrument at each depth and can be also
calculated in its static form with the geometry of the rf coil to be deployed in
the sensor. The "expected" sensitivity or the theoretical signal-to-noise ratio
can then be evaluated with knowledge of the static and the rf elds with the
help of the eq. 4.1, an expression derived in the appendix A.
SNRtheo =
1
Vnoise

o
B2o
Z
A
dxdz
!1 (x; yo; z)
I
p
3
t180g
(4.1)
where  is the susceptibility of the material to which the spin belong, !1=I
the spatial dependent geometrical factor that stays for the receptivity of the
coil, t180 the pulse width that eectively refocus the magnetization at the
considered depth, Vnoise the thermal noise level present in the coil and o the
magnetic permeability of vacuum. This SNRtheo corresponds to the intrinsic
ratio of NMR signal to noise, acquired with a CPMG sequence, per scan per
echo. It is therefore equivalent with the operational denition of SNR:
SNRexp =
S

1p
NE NS (4.2)
where noise level, , represents the standard deviation of S over several mea-
surements. So, to obtain the expected sensitivities for each design, Equation
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4.1 is evaluated for each depth yo, magnitude of Bo and the gradient g. The
reception eciency of the coil !1=I is obtained from the Biot-Savart calcula-
tion of the eld for a planar coil of dimensions 53 x 45 mm, made of cooper
wire of diameter 1.47 mm, and with a noise level of 42 nV, (Appendix A,BIG
Coil).
For an amplier supplying 2000 W of rf power, the required pulse length
t180 has been calculated for each depth yo, based on experimental information
obtained from a 300 W amplier (Appendix A) and the 90 condition for the
rf pulses expressed by Eq. 3.3. Results of this calculation are presented in
Table 4.2, completing thus the necessary parameters for the evaluation of
Eq. 4.1. The so obtained SNRtheo are also depicted in that Table, calcu-
lated with a MATLAB routine and supposing a semi-innite sample of water
(W = 4:04  10 9 in mks units) that occupies the sensitive volume at any
depth.
Table 4.2: Theoretical SNR for Designs 1 to 10
Design yo (mm) Bo (T) g (T/m) t180 (sec) SNRtheo
D1 13 0.439 13.7 11.5 63
D2 16 0.40 12.3 13.5 42
D3 22 0.30 7.6 19.5 21
D4 23 0.3 7.6 20.7 18
D5 33 0.21 4.8 37.9 5.6
D6 35 0.21 4.8 42.6 4.8
D7 42 0.16 3.4 62.7 2.0
D8 53 0.13 2.4 108 0.8
D9 38 0.17 4.1 50.5 2.7
D10 30 0.23 4.8 31.8 8.2
In order to put the Figures of the Table 4.2 in context, it necessary to
mention some of the experimental SNRexp achieved for NMR equipment of
routine use. In a high eld (fo=300 MHz) equipment SNR can reach a value
of about 1000. In a Halbach magnet [Anf1] 2D relaxation experiments are
performed routinely with an SNR of 200 aproximately. Following Table 4.2,
an SNR of 0.8 with a depth of 53 mm is what it can be expected from a
magnet design optimized for that depth and from a rf pulse with a power
of 2000 W, so as the past discussion has shown. That means an enormous
increment in the required time for multidimensional experiments: If an ex-
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periment takes in the Halbach magnet 10 min to perform, it would need 1276
hours to make in the SPADE with the same level of noise. Once it was clear
that even with optimized design of magnets and high power pulses there was
a barrier set by the noise level impossible to surmount, a radical change in
the conception was taken into consideration. That is, a cylindrical geometry
for the magnets.
4.3 The NMR slim-line logging tool
In regard to the design most convenient to the low-eld instrument, there is
an additional reason, beyond the predicted low performance at large depths
with the MOUSE geometry, that makes the cylindrical design more suitable
for purpose intended: The slim-line logging tool (SLL tool) can perform pro-
ling of water saturation along the soil depth (not to confuse with the depth
of the sensitive volume), supplying therefore an information that reects bet-
ter the hydraulic character of the soil under research.
Being that the case, the instrument is not to be rammed but introduced
into a borehole previously made in the ground. By detecting the NMR signal
while moving the tool along the hole, a prole of the saturation is obtained.
The borehole where the tool should move is delimited by a standard PVC
tube of internal diameter 50 mm and with walls 2 mm thick. This dimension
sets therefore the rst constraint for the design of the tool: 48 mm was the
diameter chosen for the future SLL tool. The second constraint is set by the
wished depth of the sensitive volume, aimed to be 10 mm, which, although
far smaller than the depths considered in the past section, still ensures the
non-invasive character of the NMR measurement.
The rst element to conceive in the conception phase was the body of
magnets. It consist of six cylindrical magnets made . Two of the cylinder
have a diameter of 48 mm and a length of 30 mm long each, and the re-
maining ones 38 mm diameter and 40 mm length. They are magnetized in a
direction perpendicular to their axis, and are assembled with their magneti-
zation parallel to each other.
So as it was done for the NMR-SPADE design, the static eld for this
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Figure 4.4: Lateral view of the body of magnet for the SLL tool. M stands
for the magnetization vector
geometry of magnet was calculated with OPERAr, following the frame of
reference given in Fig. 4.4. As can be seen, the body of assembled magnets
possesses a dumbbell-like form implemented to increment the uniformity of
gradient over the point P. This is a statement that the contour lines for con-
stant magnitude of Bo, shown in the Fig. 4.5 supports: The lines exhibit a
uniformity along the Y axis from the surface of the magnet up to a radius
of 39 mm (20 mm away from the surface) in a central area roughly 120 mm
long. Irregularities in the contour lines are a consequence of the interpola-
tion method that the OPERAr program applies to evaluate the eld in a
regular array (i.e. they are a numerical artifact) and have therefore no con-
sequence for the validity of the present discussion. Thus, an uniformity in
the gradient is gained, more or less in the same way in the eld distribution
in the NMR-MOUSE, that in principle should facilitates the measurement of
the diusion of the water retained in the soil. A last detail in regard to the
direction of the static eld should not been overseen: It varies tangentially,
though the eld self stays constant in magnitude with the radius and parallel
to the z-axis at the point P as the Fig. 4.5 shows.
After having completed the design phase, the 6 cylindrical magnets were
manufactured with a NdFeB alloy [Fur1] as depicted in gure 4.4 and with
a hole of 6 mm running along their axis. This hole permits to assemble the
cylinders with nuts tightened in a threaded rod running through them. The
cylinder are glued together with epoxy. The rod and the hole are not shown
in Fig. 4.4 for the sake of clarity, but they can be seen in Fig. 4.7. To check
how well the calculation of the static eld predict the actual eld, the latter
was measured with a Hall probe. Results are presented in Fig. 4.6 in units
of Larmor frequency, showing how well they match indeed.
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Figure 4.5: Contour lines for constant magnitude of Bo in the SLL tool.
The attentive reader might, at this stage of the discussion, raise the perti-
nent question of, given the spatial distribution of Bo for this cylindrical tool,
whether equation 4.1 would serve also in this case to calculate the expected
sensitivity SNRtheo at several depths. There is a circumstance that inhibit
its application in this magnet design. Given the place where the rf coil is
laid (point P, g. 4.4), image currents induced by the coil at the conductive
surface of the magnet cylinder detract the actual rf eld B1 in a way that the
simple integration of the Biot-Savart law does not reproduce. Hence, evalu-
ation of eq. 4.1, that requires exact knowledge of the spatial distribution of
B1, stands by for future renements in the tool until this eect in the rf eld
can be taken into account.
The planar coil is made of copper foil 300 m thick, creating a rectangle
50 mm long and 25 mm wide and having a conductive path 5 mm width.
Once cut, the coil is laid on a curved plastic holder, assuming its curvature.
Wedged perforations are made in the holder and then covered with epoxy
glue. Once the glue has hardened and the holder is laid at the point P, Fig.
4.4, the coil lies 5 mm over the surface of the magnet and has therefore a ra-
dius of curvature of 48 mm, making a sole surface with the end cylinder of the
magnet. The holder is attached to the body of magnet by 10 copper bands (5
at each side), as depicted in Fig. 4.7. The bands are soldered to an additional
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Figure 4.6: Static eld in MHz, calculated (line) and measured (points).
cooper foil (that wraps the central area of the body of magnets), making the
whole a solid rigid unit. This is a key factor to achieve a proper detection
of the NMR signal: The magneto-acoustical ringing, a consequence of the
Lorentz forces present during the rf pulse, diminishes considerably when the
coil and the magnet behave as a sole body [Kle2].
Figure 4.7: Photographed and sketched SLL tool. Units in mm.
As Equation 4.1 suggests, the depth of the sensitive volume, a parameter
of key importance to ensure the non-invasive measurement of saturation, in-
uences the actual value of the SNRexp in two ways: By means of the coil
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eciency !1=I and also by means of the pulse width t180, which must be
readjusted to achieve the 90 tilt of magnetization. Clearly both variables
change strongly with the depth, so any change in it induced by a newly set
value of the Larmor frequency fo leads to big dierences in SNRexp. Table
4.3, where, together with the readjusted t180 at dierent depths, the values
of SNRexp obtained with doped water are presented; illustrates this point
clearly: The NMR signal becomes almost ten time weaker when changing the
depth from 5 mm to 10 mm, underlining therefore the fact that the depth is
a key experimental parameter that determines in a denitive way the nal
sensitivity of the SLL tool.
Table 4.3: SNRexp of the SLL tool at dierent depths
Depth (mm) fo (MHz) t180 (sec) SNRexp
4.7 11.78 10 6.28
6.5 10.6 12 5.4
8.0 9.6 14 2.2
9.6 8.7 29 0.8
In view of these results and bearing in mind that a minimal SNRexp is
mandatory to acquire the NMR data with good quality in reasonably time not
only with the purpose of measuring saturation but also to acquire a noise-
free signal for relaxation analysis, a depth of 4.7 mm (fo=11.8 MHz) was
selected for the experiments performed in laboratory, instead of the 10 mm
previously aimed. For on-eld measurements the depth selected was 8 mm for
the experiments (fo=9.6 MHz), assuring a sensitive volume well incrusted in
the natural soil. To further complete this discussion, it is necessary however
to explain how the object of measurement, i.e. the partial saturation , is
obtained through a NMR signal.
4.3.1 Measurement of partial saturation
Strictly speaking, the initial amplitude of the signal is only directly pro-
portional to the number of water spins contained in the sensitive volume.
Supposing that in soil with previously unknown partial saturation  a signal
with initial amplitude Ssoil has been acquired, with the signal in pure water
Swater and the porosity of soil s, the searched saturation  will be obtained
by a simple linear calibration:
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 =
Ssoil  s
Swater
Obtaining Ssoil, though a simple task, requires however convenient pro-
cessing to increment the certainty of the measurement, which is intrinsically
not very high: As it is stated by the Table 4.3, when working at a depth of
4.7 mm the signal is only 6.2 times bigger than the rms level of the ther-
mal noise. Averaging over the rst acquired echoes to obtain Ssoil certainly
would improve this ratio, however it is not clear how many of these echoes
can be actually included in the average while still avoiding T2-weighting in
the measured saturation. The following discussion gives an answer to this
question: The raw signal supplied by the spectrometer consists of a series of
amplitudes of NE echoes separated by an echo time E. In particular for a
j-echo, each of these amplitudes can be described by the following equation
in dependance of the initial amplitude Ssoil:
S [ j] = Ssoile
 (j 1)E=T2;eff + n [ j]
where n [ j] stays for the noise component over the j-th echo and T2;eff is
the eective value of the transversal relaxation. Despite the presence of this
decay, it is advantageous to obtain the relative measure of the saturation
Swater by averaging over the set of NE echoes: By applying a well known
formula, we obtain for this average:
< S >=
Swater
NE

e
 (NE)E
T2   1
e
 E
T2   1

+ < n >NE
And as long as NEE < 0:3T2;eff , we can approximate the exponential
term to a linear function (e x  1  x) within an uncertainty of 5%. Easy
manipulations will lead to:
< S >= Swater+ < n >NE
So it is proven that averaging over the rst NE echoes has no further ef-
fect on the obtained data than averaging the random noise, i.e. the obtained
average will not be T2-weighted. Furthermore, this averaging over a data
obtained from an experiment repeated NS times diminishes the noise level
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to that one we had by taking Ssoil as the initial amplitude in a sequence re-
peated NE NS times. When acquiring noisy signals, specially from slightly
saturated samples, this procedure is of no little advantage.
4.3.2 Capabilities for relaxation analysis
As has been explained in the section 3.5, the decay of the NMR signal can
also provide information about soil as a porous medium. This property opens
a secondary aspect to exploit with the SLL sensor. To explore its capabilities
in this sense, capabilities which should eventually help to investigate the mi-
croscopical aspect of the liquid phase in the soil, the sensor was placed in the
shielded calibration cell full of water. The complete decaying signal was then
acquired with several values of E with the goal of controlling the inuence of
the diusion term in the eective decay. The experimental parameters used
were:
Parameter values for the experiment in water
fo=11.78 MHz, NE=2048, NS=1024
t180=10 s, RD=3 s.
The result were analyzed with the ILDT tool, yielding the relaxation
spectra plotted in the Fig. 4.8(a) over the T 12 axis. The reason to choose
such a representation will be evident in short.
Initially, the interpretation of these results posed a puzzling challenge
given the simple nature of the sample studied and the unique value that the
gradient possesses within the sensitive volume. There was thus at rst sight
no clear reason for having recorded signals in which the spins are evidently
relaxing with a variety of values for T2;eff . Furthermore, an explanation
for the depicted broadness in the relaxation spectra was on demand if this
sort of analysis was to yield any information about the sample in a eventual
deployment of the sensor to research soils. It was later evident that the found
features should be originated in the inhomogeneous character of the rf eld.
As explained previously, the ensemble of spins in the sensitive volume are
subjected to a variety of directions in the eective axis of rotation bnB that
aects the relaxation in a way expressed by Eq. 3.10. In the mixture of
relaxation modes T1 and T2, the transverse relaxation will be dominated by
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Figure 4.8: (a) Normalized relaxation spectra of Water over T 12 space ac-
quired with dierent echo times E. (b) Integrated spectra. S stays for the
total fraction of spins.
the diusion due to the high value of the gradient in this design (22 T/m).
Under this condition, an expression for the transverse decay time T2;d, that
includes the the diusion eect and neglects pure T2, term, can be obtained
from eq. 3.5 and has the following form:
1
T2;d
=
Dg22 2E
12
:
By replacing this expression into the eq. 3.10 and neglecting the T1 term
due also to the dominance of the diusion term, the eective transverse decay
time T2;eff for an spin with z-component of the local axis of rotation nz can
be obtained:
1
T2;eff
=
Dg22 2E
12
(1  hn2zi) (4.3)
Since T 12;eff is the quantity against which the relaxation spectra is plotted
in the Fig. 4.8, the last equation can be used to reconstruct the dependence
between the direction of the eective axis of rotation and the total fraction
S of spins in the sensitive volume. Using a more convenient variable to
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depict such dependance, the Equation 4.3 is solved for the component of bnB
orthogonal to the z-axis: hn2?i=1  hn2zi:
hn2?i(S) =
12  T 12;eff (S)
Dg22 2E
(4.4)
This last equation expresses implicitly the fact that the sought depen-
dance goes through the function T 12;eff (S). This last function can actually
be calculated by the integration of the normalized relaxation spectra of the
Fig 4.8(a), an operation expressed in the following way:
S
 
t 1; E

=
Z t 1
0:001
f
 
T 12 ; E

dT 12
and that yields as a result the data plotted in the g. 4.8(b). As it can
be read from such gure, the function S(t 1; E) is clearly invertible. The
inverse function t 1(S; E) can be calculated by interpolation. When doing
so, the relation between n? and the total fraction S can be constructed by
performing a t against E of the Eq. 4.3 on inverse function t
 1(S; E) for
a given value of S. To illustrate the result of the procedure, the range of the
total fraction S was divided into nine equally separated segments, with the
tting made for each value of S. Figure 4.9 shows the results.
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Figure 4.9: Interpolated values of t 1(S; E) vs. the echo time E. Lines
represents equation 4.3 tted for each value of S.
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With the obtained data for t 1(S; E), the function n?(S) was calculated
through the eq. 4.4 (D=2.3 x 10 9 m2/sec), producing the results presented
in the following graph:
n
Figure 4.10: Distribution of the projected axis of rotation < n? > against the
fraction of spin population in the sensitive volume of the SLL tool. fo=11.78
MHz, g=23.3 T/m.
Giving this variety of values for the eective axis of rotation, it is clear
then that the planar coil, when sending the rf pulses, does not aect all
the spins within the sensitive volume equally. The magnetization is tilted
dierently at dierent points, depending on how near or far it is from the
conductive paths of the coil. Since this eect complicates the interpretation
of the relaxation spectra in relation to the study of a generic porous medium,
further development of the sensor should take into consideration this fact. In
this sense, a coil designed in such a way that all the spin lying in the shell-like
sensitive volume that surrounds the magnet are equally excited should be the
next natural step to do.
Another aspect tackled during the construction of the sensor was related
to the reduction of the external noise. In laboratory experiments, the shield-
ing against external noise was always an important aspect to take care of.
Ways to diminish the inuence of noise were always searched and researched.
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In the envisioned on-eld deployment of the SLL sensor, only a partial shield-
ing in the borehole is possible, so approaches to reduce the inuence of noise
from far-eld sources were also researched. Some results in this sense can be
reported for the closure of this chapter.
HelmholtzCoil
Parallel Coil
Magnet
Figure 4.11: (a)Arrangement
of parallel planar coils.
Anti-parallel Coil
(b)Arrangement of antiparallel
(Gradiometer) planar coils.
A gradiometer coil arrangement, i.e. a pair of planar coils connected in
series of antiparallel orientation that theoretically is insensitive to incident
planar waves [Sui1], was constructed and implemented in a rf tank circuit
tuned at 11.78 MHz. Another arrangement of the same dimension but with
the parallel orientation in its constituting pair of coils was also constructed
for comparison purposes. To check the insensitivity to far eld, they were
mounted in the central area of a Helmholtz coil, occupying in both cases
a volume where the eld lines possess a spatial inhomogeneity lower than
5% [Egh1] in the way despicted in the Fig. 4.11. The Helmholtz coil was
made part of an rf tank circuit, also tuned at 11.78 MHz. Results of this
test, showed that the antiparallel pair of coils receives the signal form the
Helmholtz coil attenuated in 8 dB (in power) in comparison to the parallel
pair. Despite this promising results, a circumstance made the actual imple-
mentation of this coil in the sensor impossible: Both arrangements exhibited
a large magneto-acoustical ringing, perhaps due the their size or the way they
were fastened on the body of magnets. The test, however, sets precedence
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for future versions of the sensor.
4.4 Conclusions
So far, design considerations about the two conceptions of the low-eld NMR
instrument for soil research has been presented: The NMR-SPADE and the
slim-line logging tool. In the rst conception, a numerical calculation of the
sensitivity SNRtheo for several depths was presented, taking into account the
optimized static eld at each depth and the amplitude of rf pulses produced
by a coil of enlarged dimensions. Due to its low sensitivity at the expected
depth, this design was discarded.
In the second conception, a cylindrical sensor called the SLL tool was
designed with the goal of, as in the past case, having an uniform value of
gradient throughout the expected sensitive volume. This tool was actually
built and tested with dierent fo, leading to dierent SNRexp and depths.
The cylindrical geometry was the one elected thanks to its adequacy for per-
forming proles studies of the soil saturation, gaining so information of more
interest about its hydrology character.
With the aim of exploring the capabilities of the SLL tool to provide in-
formation about the sample beyond the simple measurement of saturation,
the complete decaying NMR was acquired with a CPMG pulse sequence
and analyzed with the ILD transformation. It was shown that the broad
T2-spectra obtained is associated to inhomogeneities in the eective axis of
rotation within the sensitive volume of the tool. When deployed to study
soil, the sensor will therefore produce a signal, which once analyzed, must
be interpreted with care: The n? inhomogeneity and surface eects will in-
termingle in the eective relaxation. Although it might be argued that this
circumstance complicates the interpretation of the spectra, it is still possible
to extract information about the sample exclusively, as the following chapter
shows.
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Chapter 5
Experiments in Transport of
Moisture
5.1 Introduction
Once the SLL tool shows a SNRexp suciently high to perform the ex-situ
measurement, it was deployed to monitor the dynamics of the saturation in
model soils. A laboratory setup was built to achieve this goal. Results of
the laboratory experiment established the path to follow eventually in the
on-eld application with the long term objectives of developing a technique
to monitor the evolution of the saturation  and relating this evolution to ex-
ternal variables to which the soil, as physical system, is exposed. In the case
of the laboratory experiment, hydrological analysis of the so obtained data
will have as objective the determination of the two main hydraulic features of
soil: The functions h () and K () for the soil, dened already in section 2.1.
Further information about the microscopical conditions of water in the
model soils obtained through relaxation analysis of the NMR signal is also
presented at the end of this chapter.
5.2 Drainage Experiments
In hydrology, the classical experimental method for the characterization of
soils is based on the Klute apparatus [Klu1]. Though its reliability, this
method involves a long time of execution, since the measurement are made
point to point at hydraulic equilibrium. Driven by the need of shortening
this time, experiments has been implemented in the transient regime of ow,
requiring due to their own nature processing of the obtained data. Kool et
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al. [Koo1] have shown that the cumulative outow during time in this regime
can be analyzed to obtain the hydraulic properties of the soil, so as they are
described by the VGM model (eq. 2.5 and 2.2). Furthermore, Zachmann et.
al. [Zac1] also showed that not only the cumulative ow but a time series
of directly measured variables like matric head h (tk) and saturation  (tk)
provide enough information to execute algorithms of analysis on this data
that supply the sought functions h () and K ().
In this work, it is shown that this determination from an outow dataset
is possible with a set of variables of a sole type (saturation ) in two model
soils (FH31 and FH31/W3), having this saturation measured via NMR. The
model soils studied were: FH31 (coarse sand 100%) and FH31/W3, a mixture
of FH31 and ne sand W3 (sand 95%, silt 4%, clay 1%, [Sch4]) in a mass
ratio of 1:0.16. Both soils were supplied by the company Quartzwerke in
Frechen, Germany. Average surface-to-volume (S/V) ratio for the liquid
phase at complete saturation for FH31 was 1/234 m 1 and for FH31/W3
1/108 m 1, calculated with a Weibull function [Wei1] tted on the grain
size distribution for each sample. Their corresponding setups will make up
the so-called FH31 and FH31/W3 experiments.
5.2.1 Experimental conditions
In order to illustrate the evolution of saturation in the transient regime the
One-Step Outow experiment (OSO) was implemented. It was carried out
in a column of soil described in Fig. 5.1, composed by an external and an
internal tubes of 10 and 5 cm diameter and made of acetate and PVC, re-
spectively. The space between them is lled with the model soil to study,
initially saturated with water. At the bottom both tubes are joined to a
plastic base that possesses several holes to let water ow. Over the base
lies a sheet of lter paper, necessary to permit the movement of water while
supporting the soil thereupon.
The whole setup is immersed in a tank which can be lled or emptied
with water in less than one minute. Surrounding the tanks stays an iron
structure 2.4 m heigh to which a stepper motor is attached that facilitates
the movement of the SLL tool along the internal tube. So when the tool
acquires at a certain point the NMR signal of the water in the soil, it is
lifted to the next point and so completing the prole of the saturation. Since
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the stepper motor is connected to the gradient outputs of the spectrometer,
the tasks of acquisition and the movement can be controlled from the same
spectrometer program. After the simple data processing explained in Section
4.3, a prole of saturation (z), can be constructed along the column depth z.
z
Figure 5.1: Experimental setup for the One-Step Outow experiment. The
height AB (180 cm. for FH31/W3 experiment, 70 cm for FH31) goes from
the top of the soil (origin of the z axis) to the water saturation level. The
valve lets the water to ow out of the tank, initiating the outow in the
column.
Development of the OSO experiment comprises monitoring  before, dur-
ing and after the gravity-driven drainage of the column. That requires, in
order to set clear conditions that can be corresponded to those considered in
the theoretical model, an uniform total saturation of the column of soil as an
initial state. While preparing the setup, care must be taken to achieve such
an state: When pouring saturated soil into the column, the water saturation
level in the tank must be raised accordingly, in order to keep an hydraulic
head h around 0 at the top of the soil while it rises. That guarantees uniform
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saturation along the column and avoids the soil to be exposed to boundary
forces which eventually can separate grains of dierent sizes, creating crust-
ing and inhomogeneities in the model soil. Since the column is to be treated
as a homogeneous hydraulic object, this unwished eect must be prevented
to confer reproducibility to experiment.
A crucial requirement for measuring saturation successfully is a robust
shielding against all external noise. A conductive parachute silk (shielding in
the Fig. 5.1) is wound around the external tube for this purporse. As a rule
of the thumb, only when the noise acquired nears the thermal noise level can
the shielding be regarded to be good enough to undertake a measurement.
In our case this corresponds to a voltage level of 9 nV, calculated using the
well known Nyquist formula (Appendix A).
The development of OSO experiments follows three stages:
 Initial state: Total saturation of the column. Here a prole of satura-
tion is measured to certify the uniform saturation of the column. The
water level in the tank stays at the top level of the soil (Point A, Fig.
5.1).
 Evolution. Water is let to ow out of the tank. Meanwhile the sensor
is measuring at a certain column depth zM . The depletion of saturation
along time is monitored, producing a time series  (tk). During this
depletion, the water saturation level is kept constant at B.
 Final state: The column reaches hydraulic equilibrium. A nal prole
of the saturation is made.
Three curves are therefore obtained: Initial and nal proles (dependent
on the column depth) and the evolution curve (dependant on time), which
contain enough experimental information to characterize hydraulically the
column. As each model soil demanded dierent eective heights of the soil
in the column AB, measurement depths ZM and timespan for the evolu-
tion stage, these are summarized in Table 5.1, together with gravimetrically
measured porosity s for each sample.
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Table 5.1: Experimental conditions of the OSO experiments for the model
soils FH31 and FH31/W3
AB (cm) zM(cm) S timespan (min)
FH31 60.6 -18.5 0.36 255
FH31/W3(1) 175.5 -14.2 0.29 392
5.2.2 Results
The initial and nal proles for both soils are presented in the Figures 5.2
and 5.3 from NMR data acquired with the following sequence parameters:
Parameter values for the FH31 and FH31/W3
experiment
fo=11.8 MHz, NE=128, NS=64
E=70 s, t180=10 s
RD=1.5 s (FH31/W3), 3 s (FH31)
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Figure 5.2: Prole of the soil FH31 before and after drainage.
At this stage it is pertinent to make some comments about the quan-
titative nature of the results prior to their formal hydraulic analysis. As
expected for FH31 (Fig. 5.2), the initial prole shows an uniform saturation.
In the case of model soil FH31/W3 (Fig. 5.3), although complete satura-
tion is almost achieved, the initial prole shows some irregularities that go
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beyond the experimental uncertainty of 6%. A possible explanation for this
eect can be the hard-to-avoid crusting that arose while lling the column:
The transparent column permitted to observe the accumulation of ner grain
at certain positions while being lled. This circumstance however, does not
represent a problem in the current hydraulic treatment of the column, as the
simulation result will conrm.
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Figure 5.3: Prole of the mixed soil FH31/W3 before and after drainage.
The nal proles in both model soils also already shed some light on
their hydraulic features. The prole for FH31 (Fig. 5.2), a mark of the
reached hydraulic equilibrium, shows an inection point at column depth
of -30 cm (Height 30.6 cm, measured from the water saturation level) and
for the FH31/W3 (Fig. 5.3) at -110 cm (Height 53.5 vm). As discussed
previously, the shape in the nal prole in height can be taken as a nger-
print of the counteracting eect that the capillary and gravity forces have on
the retained water. The dierence of about 13 cm in their inection points
can therefore be explained as it follows: The pores in FH31/W3, that has a
lower porosity and smaller S/V ratio, exert stronger capillary forces on the
absorbed water, making possible its retention at higher positions above the
water saturation level in comparison to those in FH31. This fact also under-
lines the convenience of mixing materials of dierent hydraulic parameters
(as FH31 and W3 are) to compose a model soil of wished hydraulic charac-
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teristics: Were W3 alone the soil sample to be studied, the inection point
would lie at a height of 5 m, making the experiment impractical with the
available resources. An easy calculation of the inection point based on the
Eq. 2.2 and the hydraulic parameters of W3 [Sch4] proves this point.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the temporal evolution curve during the outow
for both soils. The depletion of saturation in both cases at the corresponding
measurement depth ZM is in each experiment evident.
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Figure 5.4: Temporal evolution of saturation during outow in a OSO ex-
periment in soil FH31. Depth of measurement ZM= -18.7 cm.
5.2.3 Inverse analysis
As pointed out in section 2.1, a complete hydraulic characterization of the
model soil means to obtain the values of the VGM parameters: , n, Ko,
l and the residual saturation r, based on the experimental data. Basically
there are two curves to model: the nal prole, which corresponds to the
retention curve h () and is to be tted with Equations 2.2 and 2.5; and the
evolution curve, tted with the numerical solution of Equation 2.4. The rst
part is straightforward and represents no diculty as the well tted curve in
the g. 5.2 and 5.3 suggests, being the parameters  and n and the residual
saturation r directly obtained.
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Figure 5.5: Temporal evolution of saturation during outow in a OSO ex-
periment in soil FH31/W3. Depth of measurement ZM= -14.2 cm.
The second part, though not that simple, is also straightforward once
the numerical tools for its execution are built. It entails the deduction of
the remaining parameters Ko (hydraulic conductivity at total saturation)
and l (tortuosity factor) through the comparison between the experimental
data during outow and the numerical solution of the Equation 2.4. In this
sense, it must be mentioned that the variability in the parameters Ko and l
is still a matter of discussion. Although Mualem [Mua1] has shown that a
value of 0.5 for parameter l is favored by statistical evidence to construct a
comprehensive functional representation of K (), some other authors [Rus1,
Sch1] have suggested to take it as an additional tting factor in the analysis
of outow data. In this dissertation, this last approach is the one assumed.
So, over a variety of values for Ks and l, a family of solutions of the Richard
Equation are obtained from the HYDRUS 1D program [Sim1], taking as
the boundary and initial conditions those dened in the OSO experiment:
Constant saturation at the bottom of the column, no ux at the top and
soil totally saturated as initial state. By taking dierent values for Ks and l,
a space of solutions is built which is later compared to the time dependant
evolution data exp(tk) through an objective function (Ko; l) dened as:
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2 (Ko; l) =
k=1X
n
(num (ZM ; tk; Ko; l)  exp (tk) )2
2
(5.1)
where  corresponds to the uncertainty of the experimental data exp. The
minimum of  over the space (Ks,l) marks the solution num that best repro-
duces the experimental data. This task proceeds with a specially developed
MATLAB code1. In the determination of the minima the uncertainty ,
though known (6% for the applied sequence parameters), plays no role since
all the variables composing the objective function  are of a sole type. How-
ever it is related to the value of the minimum, which is always above zero
no matter how rened the model may be. Figures 5.6(a) and (b) present the
result of these evaluations. Clearly a minimum appears is both cases. The
respective solutions are plotted in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 with smooth lines,
showing a clear match with the experimental data (circles).
Figure 5.6: (a)Objective function
 for the soil FH31. Ko stays for
the hydraulic conductivity at to-
tal saturation and l for the tortu-
osity factor. The minima in both
gures are marked by a circle.
(b)Objective function  for the
soil FH31/W3
Although generally speaking, there can be plenty of minima depending
on the character of the experiment performed, in the case of the OSO exper-
iment this minimum happens to be unique thanks the dynamic simplicity of
1Developed together with the A. Miniere as part of his duties as a research assistant
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the problem considered. In more complex situations like multi-step outows
or on-eld experiments, that would not certainly be the case. As a matter of
fact, this way to estimate of hydraulic properties or, as it is labelled in soil
hydrology, inverse analysis is currently a ourishing research eld, thanks to
the improvement of experimental techniques in hydrology and the inexpen-
sive computational tools nowadays available [Hop1].
The obtained VGM parameters for both model soil are presented in the
table 5.2.
Table 5.2: VGM parameters for FH31 and FH31/W3 soils
r  (/cm) n Ks (mm/min) l
FH31 0.072 0.0357 10.5 9.0 0.35
FH31/W3(1) 0.076 0.0198 7.3 0.035 0.8
Under the consideration of Table 2.1, both soils can be regarded as pure
sand. However, a certain dierence can be marked from the obtained values.
Given the physical interpretation of the VGM parameters (section 2.1), it
can be expected that the FH31/W3 possesses a smaller value for n due to
its preparation as a mixture. Since the phases which compose it are quite
dierent in their average grain size, it will exhibit a broader distribution of
intergrain sizes. Dierences in the permeability at total saturation Ks are
also expected, due to the dierence in the S/V ratio for both soils.
As explained in section 2.1, the factor l expresses at rst order how in-
tricate the ow paths are and is less determined by the average inter-grain
space. Figure 5.7(a), where the modelled relative permeability K () =Ks of
both model soils using eq. 2.2 is represented against the relative saturation
Se, comes to be of help in this sense. Plotting the relative permeability
instead of the absolute permeability assures that the comparison meant is
independent on the average dimension of the intergrain space <r>: A nec-
essary condition to draw any conclusion about a shape-governed parameter
like l. The graph includes also the relative permeability for W3 phase only,
based on data obtained through a multistep outow experiment [Sch4]. Un-
der these circumstances can these curves be taken as characteristic of the
connectivity in the inter-grain space for these model soils.
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As it can be seen, is the mixed soil FH31/W3 the one that shows the
highest value for the tortuosity factor l of the three model soils, pointing to
more tortuous geometry in the ow paths . A reason for this can lie on the
fact that although this soil is 84% made of grains of diameter bigger than 250
m, given the mixture ratio, the small grains of the W3 phase (between 13
and 1 m) ll neatly the space between the larger grains, complicating thus
the geometry of the ow paths. This fact can also explain why the porosity
in the soil is slightly lower than for FH31 and W3 phases alone, so as it reads
in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.7(b) presents also the retention curves for the three model soils,
underlining again the averaging character the mixture soil depicts between
the two phase W3 and FH31.
5.2.4 Inltration Experiment
After having demonstrated that the low-eld NMR technique can investigate
the hydraulic character of a soil under simple dynamic conditions, additional
experiments aimed to reect more realistic situation like those found in an
on-eld measurement were implemented. Again making use of the column
for the FH31/W3 experiment, this inltration experiment reproduces a short
precipitation event by adding 34 mm of water at the top of the column, being
the column at hydraulical equilibrium in its initial state (t=0 min). Due to
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its lower permeability, model soil FH31/W3 is convenient for this experience
as the evolution of the saturation happens at such a pace that it can be fol-
lowed by the proling made with the SLL tool. From this moment on, several
proles of saturation were done sequentially, with results depicted again in
Fig. 5.8.
Parameter values for the Inltration experiment
fo=11.9 MHz, NE=128, NS=128
E=70 s, t180=10 s
RD=1 s (FH31/W3), Steps: 28)
Given these parameters, each prole demands, including the returning
movement of the sensor, 116 min was the time to be complete an experiment.
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Figure 5.8: Moisture evolution in a column lled with FH31/W3(2) soil, after
addition of 34 mm of water. Times t mark the beginning of each prole.
It is important to consider these curves in the context in which they
are produced. Given the time the acquisition of each prole demands with
respect to the time of evolution, these curves cannot be regarded as an in-
stantaneous picture of the saturation prole. However an evolution can be
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appreciated in the Fig. 5.8 that suggest a downwards migration of the in-
ltration front along time. A local increment of saturation in column depth
of -30 cm at t=297 min seems to spread later until it accumulates again
at column depth -90 cm at time t=763 min. Water surprisingly does not
fall beyond this point, although a few centimeters thereunder the saturation
increases again. An explanation for this eect might be that water, as it
falls, displaces air that must move upwards through a connected network of
empty spaces. However, over a certain of saturation this network percolates
no longer, inhibiting therefore the displacement of air. Hence air at depth
100 cm stays trapped, acting as an obstacle for water to further move. In this
situation, and specially during the arrival of the inltration front, pressure
gradients in the air phase arise, leading the coupling between the water and
air ows, so as it was explained in Fig. 2.1. Modelling of this phenomenon
obviously goes beyond the Richard equation and should include a threshold
saturation t over which the dynamic regime changes abruptly. Although
the development of such a model would lie beyond the scope of the work, it
is evident that the low eld NMR technique can provide data that pave the
way for further developments in the dynamics of uids in partially saturated
porous media.
5.3 Relaxation analysis in partially saturated
soils
So far, the tool has been able to perform measurement of partial saturation
in a REV. This is however not the sole aspect NMR can explore in the re-
tained water: As explained in Section 3.5, the pace at which the signal decays
contains information about the the microscopical environment under which
the on-resonance spins are lying. The goal of the experiment performed in
this section is then to register how the depletion of saturation inuences the
relaxation of the NMR signal, opening therefore an opportunity to discern
what mechanism of loss of coherence may gain or loss importance as the sat-
uration decreases. After having studied the dynamics of saturation with the
OSO experiments, proles of the saturation in the soil columns in hydraulic
equilibrium were made once again, this time recording the complete decaying
signal and using the following sequence parameters:
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Parameter values for the relaxation experiment
in FH31 and FH31/W3
fo=11.78 MHz, NE=8192, NS=3000
E: 60 (FH31), 70 s (FH31/W3), t180=10 s
RD=3 (FH31), 1.5 c (FH31/W3)
The relaxation spectra for both model soils are plotted in the T 12 axis,
so it has been done Section 4.3. For the FH31, the T 12 -spectra calculated
from the application of the ILD transformation on the NMR data acquired
at dierent column depths are presented in the Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Relaxation spectra in the T 12 space at dierent column depths
for model soil FH31. Black line states for the average T 12 in water. E=60
sec.
A rst visible feature of the spectra in this gure is their instrument-
induced broadness, so as it has been explained in Section 4.3. In spite of this
eect, it is still possible to extract information related to the sample exclu-
sively, by using the slight drift observed towards larger values of reciprocal
time T 12 as the saturation diminishes. This drift is manifestation of a relax-
ation taking place at a faster pace. A convenient variable for the quantitative
description of this drift is the average of the spectra hT 12 i. This quantity,
related to the surface relaxation and the diusion relaxation through the
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eq. 3.13, would take after averaging that equation over a REV the following
form:
h 1
T2
i = hS
V
i+ Dh(go + gsurf )
2 n2?i 2E2
12
(5.2)
where the term h(go + gsurf )2 n2?i represents the average of the square of the
magnitude of total gradient, that results from the addition of the intrinsic
gradient of the tool go and the surface gradient gsurf , multiplied by the
squared value of the transversal component of the local axis of rotation n2?.
Such term can be further developed as it follows:
h(go + gsurf )2 n2?i = hg2on2?i+ h2go  gsurfn2?i+ hg2on2?i
Using a basic theorem of analysis, the middle term of the last equation
happens to be upper bounded:
h2go  gsurfn2?i  h2go  gsurfihn2?i
and as a natural consequence of the random orientation of the pore surface,
the term h2go  gsurfi equals 0. Therefore and taking into account that g2o is
constant within the sensitive volume, Equation 5.2 takes the form:
h 1
T2
i = hS
V
i+ Dh
 
g2o + g
2
surf

n2?i 2E2
12
(5.3)
To insolate the eect of the porous matrix on the relaxation, it is con-
venient to recall the results which were obtained when measuring water,
presented in the gure 4.8. In that gure, several spectra are plotted, each
of them calculated from decays recorded with dierent echo times. In fact,
one of them possesses the same E as the one applied in this experiment (60
s). Thanks to the same arguments exposed above, the average of such an
spectra h1=T2;W i would obeys the following relation:
h 1
T2;W
i = Dg
2
ohn2?i 2E2
12
By subtracting this last equation from the Equation 5.3, this following
result appears:
h 1
T2;Sample
i = hS
V
i() + D()
2
E
2hgsurf 2n2?i
12
(5.4)
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expressing therefore the composed eect of the solid matrix on the relaxation,
labelled by the term h1=T2;Samplei. The dependencies of the average surface-
to-volume ratio h S
V
i and the diusion coecient D on the saturation  have
been introduced explicitly to underline the fact that two are the mechanism
through which the depletion of saturation aects the relaxation: Through
the surface relaxation, enhancing the pace at which the signal decay, and
through the diusion relaxation. It is important however, in order to picture
the frame in which the equation 5.4 is valid, to comment one fact implicitly
assumed in this derivation: The diusion coecient D has been taken to be
equal in both the expression for h1=T2;W i and in the eq. 5.3. Although this
holds true when the soil is completely saturated, it is not necessarily the case
when the saturation approaches the residual value r. In model soil FH31 for
example, the diusion length ld of 9 m (
p
6D < T2 >) during the sequence
is fairly smaller than the average inter-grain space (< r >=3/(S/V)78 m).
Thus the pore in average does not limit the diusion movement of the spin,
a circumstance that makes the considered assumption valid.
In the Figure 5.10 the average of 1=T2 for FH31 has been plotted against
saturation, based on the data from the Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.10: (b)Average h1=T2;effi vs. Saturation  for model soil FH31.
Black line states for the average T 12 in water. Porosity s=0.36.
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For the purpose of guidance, a black line representing the average hT 12;W i=(22
ms) 1, calculated for the spectra of water acquired with E=60 s is also de-
spicted in this gure. The dierence in height between this line and the
actual values of the curve represents thus the quantity h1=T2;Samplei, showing
a form that is characteristic of the process of losing saturation in the partially
saturated soil . This result also proves that, despite of the eect that the
multiplicity in the eective axis of rotation n? has on relaxation, the SLL
sensor do supply data which, conveniently processed, is of help in forming
a picture of what is happening to the liquid phase as the saturation decreases.
The situation for the model soil FH31/W3 is, although similar, not equal.
In Fig. 5.11 the corresponding relaxation spectra are presented, acquired
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Figure 5.11: Relaxation spectra in the T 12 space at dierent column depths
for model soil FH31/W3. Black line states for the average T 12 in water.
E=70 sec.
In a similar way, calculation of the average 1=T2 against saturation, also
making use of data from Fig. 5.3, produced the result of Fig. 5.12. Here also
the black lines stays for the average T 12;W for water ((17 ms)
 1, E=70 s).
The diusion length ld, practically with the same value than in the previous
experiment, is still smaller than the average pore size < r > of 36 m for
model soil FH31/W3. These are however of the same magnitude in this case.
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Therefore, it is to expect that a sizable fraction of the total on-resonance
spins do bound against the pore walls during the timespan of pulse sequence,
causing a change in the diusion coecient D. Thus, the equality of the
diusion term for h1=T2;W i and the eq. 5.3 can not be assumed in the case
of model soil FH31/W3 anymore. Furthermore, the fact that the dierence
in height between the black line and the curve for the Fig. 5.12 is not always
positive can be seen as a consequence of this abrupt change in the character
of the diusion.
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Figure 5.12: (b) Average T 12 vs. saturation for model soil FH31/W3. Black
line states for the average T 12 in water. Porosity s=0.28.
Finally, an important detail must be mentioned: Due to the additive
character each relaxation mechanisms exhibit in the T 12 space, averaging
the spectra over this space means also averaging over the distribution of S/V
ratio any porous media possess, specially when it is partially saturated. The
obtained quantity is therefore a more adequate one for purpose of comparison
than hT2;effi or the maxima of the spectra, as the last discussion has assumed.
5.4 Conclusions
It has been shown that the tool is successful in supplying saturation data
with a resolution in time and uncertainty low enough to monitor the water
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ow in model soils in uncoupled (OSO experiments) and coupled regimes
(inltration experiment). The supplied data can also be inverse analyzed to
obtain the VGM parameters of the soil under research.
Posteriorly, it has been seen that the tool not only measures partial sat-
uration  but also can provide, through ILD transformation, information
about the relaxation processes taking place in the retained water. Although
in its current state, the so obtained relaxation spectra have a shape that is
strongly determined by the eld characteristics of tool, they can be further
analyzed under certain assumptions to discern the way the proper model soil
inuences them. Several are the mechanisms through which inuence takes
place and the challenge of disentangling them should certainly be taken as
incentive for future developments of the tool.
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Chapter 6
Field Measurements
As mentioned in the introduction, a long-term goal of the research project
in which this dissertation is framed is the successful implementation of low
eld NMR as technique to measure soil moisture on-eld [TR32, 2010]. To
demonstrate this possibility, the setup of the OSO experiment was installed
in the lower part of the TRANSREGIO test site, located in Selhausen near
Duren, Germany. The site belongs to the basin of the Rur river. The ma-
jor soil type is silt loam according to the USDA textural classication [Wei2].
Outdoor implementation of this experiment requires careful evaluation of
each aspect involved, specially those related to noise reduction. The NMR
technique is very sensitive to electromagnetic noise, which must therefore be
assessed well before undertaking any measurement of saturation: Usually the
voltage induced in the rf coil by the spins on resonance is very small (order
of nV, see appendix A) and barely higher than the thermal noise unavoid-
ably present. For this reason the measurement entails tackling dicult issues
which in the laboratory are not given, as the exposition to far-eld noise in
the outdoor case is higher. New approaches to reduce EM noise must always
be tried. Among them was the construction of the gradiometer coil, a test al-
ready described in the past chapter. Though this criticality, the encouraging
fact that the movement of the sensor had been automatized made feasible
the outdoors measurement, under the assumption that the nal inuence of
noise in the results can always be reduced with a suciently high number of
scans NS.
Perforation of the earth to make space for the SLL tool was naturally
the rst step to make. For this task, three steel tubes, of dierent lengths
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(70, 120 and 170 cm) and same external diameter (5 cm) were deployed. In
each of them, the internal edge at one extreme was sharpened until it shows
a knife-like blade. At the other extreme, a hole was drilled perpendicular to
the axis 5 cm thereunder. With the tubes ready and waiting for a day in
which the soil is suciently humid, the smallest one is rst rammed into the
earth with a teon-made hammer. Once the tube is completely completely
buried, an aluminium pole, going through the hole previously drilled, serves
to draw out the tube. Later is introduced the consecutively larger tube, and
the operation is repeated. A hole 170 cm deep in the earth was made in this
way, exhibiting a clean internal surface thanks to the cutting eect of the
blade.
Posteriorly a PVC tube, where the sensor will move and of the same kind
used in the laboratory set up, was introduced in the borehole. A half circle
of this tube is covered with an electrically grounded cooper foil, which is
kept attached by a fabric tape. While being introduced, the orientation of
the tube must also take into account the geographic north, so it is shown in
the Fig. 6.1. So, the tool, which while being hauled behaves as a compass
due the magnetic eld of earth, always faces the foil-free side of the tube.
Using this approach the noise level (rms) could be reduced from 200 to 50
nV, when thermal noise was measured to be 27 nV.
N
S
Coil
Magnet
Cooper foil
Soil
Figure 6.1: Tube orientation. N are S represent the geographical poles.
Over the borehole, naturally, stays the iron structure that permits the au-
tomatized proling. An small angled roof was constructed over the stepper
motor to make the structure weatherproofed. A tent with the spectrometer
and the computer was set 2 meters away from the structure as the Fig. 6.2
shows. In the Figure 6.3 the area around the borehole is zoomed, showing
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Figure 6.2: Set up for the on-eld measurement of saturation. The tent
contains the measurement electronics.
the tool while being introduced.
The experimental parameters used were:
Parameter Values for the on-eld experiment
fo=9.94 MHz, NE=256, NS=1024, Steps=26
E=70 s, t180=14 s, RD=1.5 s.
and the results for the dates September 23rd, 25th, 26th, 27th and 29th 2010
are presented in gure 6.4.
Calculation of the experimental uncertainty proceeded so: As explained
in section 4.3.1, only the echoes that lie above the 75% of the initial value
must be included in the averaging for the calculation of the partial satura-
tion. Since such a way of averaging assumes a linear approximation for the
decay, the uncertainty of each saturation point, represented in Figure 6.4 by
the error bars, was taken as the standard deviation of the dierence between
the actual value of the echoes and the best tted straight line for the aver-
aged decay.
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Figure 6.3: The SLL tool being introduced in the borehole.
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Figure 6.4: Results of the measurement campaign. Each graph present the
proles of two consecutive measurements. Maximum depth: 120 cm.
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Figure 6.5: Integrated proles vs. Precipitation.
The Figure 6.4 contains also the saturation proles in sets of consecutive
measurements in order to make the contrast between proles more visible.
An evolution from day to day can be appreciated, and without aiming to
construct a quantitative explanation of the obtained data in the way done
in the section 5.2, some considerations can be made over this data which re-
inforce the scientic value of this technique in concerns of on-eld hydraulic
analysis of soils.
Undoubtedly, the general evolution of the saturation is determined in
natural conditions by a set of external factors like precipitation, evaporation,
drainage and the proper hydraulic nature of the soil under research. The in-
uence of main climatological variables on this evolution, the precipitation,
can in fact be established with the available data. Precipitation data from a
drop counter installed in the site helps to explore this inuence, as the graph
6.5 shows: In this graph, water content per area is calculated by integration
of the proles of Fig. 6.4. The dierentials in water content in the measured
range (with respect to the rst day of measurement) are plotted against the
accumulated precipitation.
Two conclusions can be drawn from the graph 6.5: First, as the data in
the ordinate almost monotonously increases with time, an overall increment
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in the saturation for the Selhausen soil is the rst feature of the observed
evolution. Secondly, a partial correlation between water content and precip-
itation is found. Therefore, it can be said the precipitation during these 8
days is directly related to the observed increment in soil moisture.
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 confer validity to the data acquired with the SLL tool
to monitor eectively saturation. A total correlation cannot, naturally, be
expected, as variables like the water drain, evaporation and the proper hy-
draulic character of the soil have not been taken into account. It is however
clear that improvements in the technique and the inclusion of these men-
tioned variables can provide eventually data prone to be inverse analyzed.
The obtention of the hydraulic parameters of the soil from such on-eld
data, measured in a non-invasive way with NMR, would be certainly a great
contribution in the development of experimental techniques in soil hydrology.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Outlook
The task of designing and constructing a low-eld NMR tool specially tailored
for on-eld measurement of soil saturation has been brought forward with
this dissertation. Some scientic achievement made in this sense were
7.1 Conclusions
1. Prediction of the sensitivity for a generic MOUSE-based NMR
sensor. Taking advantage of the eld features the static eld in the
NMR-MOUSE has, a analytical expression for the expected Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNRtheo) was derived. It was seen, that given a sensitive
volume of certain eld magnitude Bo and gradient g, the next most
important factor that determines the sensitivity is the pulse width t180
and eective excited area A at a depth yo. The formula predicts quan-
titatively the experimental sensitivity of the MOUSE and represents a
renement to a previous calculation made by Perlo [Per4].
2. Design of the NMR-SPADE. The static eld of several magnet
design was solved and the expected saturation calculated. Due to the
low sensitivity obtained for the constrained depth (0.8), the approach
with the NMR-SPADE was discarded.
3. Design and construction of the SLL tool. Assuming a dumbbell-
like geometry for the body of magnet, a cylindrical tool was designed
under the constraint of having a constant gradient in a sensitive volume
with a depth of 10 mm. The tool was in fact constructed, partially due
to the reason that it better suits to perform proling in soils so in
the same way as the well logging tools. Its performance at dierent
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depths was studied, and its capability to measure partial saturation
was tested. It was also found through relaxation analysis that the coil
exerts its tilting eect on the magnetization with dierent eciencies
within the sensitive volume.
4. Drainage experiments in model soils. After having construction a
setup that permits the complete saturation of a soil-lled column, the
gravity-driven drainage of the retained water was followed in two kind
of model soils, FH31 and the mixture FH31/W3.
5. Inverse Analysis of the OSO experiment. Based on the dynamical
evolution of this drainage, the hydraulic parameters of the model soils
have been deduced using methods of inverse analysis. This experiment
proves, with known boundary condition of the system, the capability
the SLL tool has to supply data useful for a hydraulic characterization
of soil.
6. Relaxation Analysis of NMR data. Through the application of the
ILDT transformation on NMR data acquired with a CPMG sequence
in both partially saturated model soils (columns in the hydraulic equi-
librium), several relaxation spectra or distribution in the space of T 12
were produced at dierent partial saturations. Though entirely consid-
ered, the eects from the eld features of the tool and from the model
soil on the spectra are intermingled, it was possible to make an as-
sessment of the composed eect that the partial saturation has on the
relaxation.
7. Field measurement of saturation. Using an automatized proling,
it was possible to perform measurement of saturation up to 1.2 mt in
depth in the TRANSREGIO test site in Selhausen near Duren, Ger-
many. The importance of reducing external noise with conveniently de-
ployed shielding was established. The proles made during a one-week
long measurement campaign reect the overall increment of saturation
due to 20 mm of rain fallen in that week.
Finally, and in regard to the operational aspect of the developed tool,
the advantage of having a non-invasive way of measuring partial saturation
should not be overseen. Boundary eects that might arise when the usual
experimental techniques like TDR and tensiometers are badly coupled to the
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soil under research are not of concern with the presented tool.
7.2 Outlook
Trying to resume the presented work in few words, this dissertation describes
the rst steps toward a reliably and robust low-eld tool for outdoor char-
acterization of soil. Several aspects can be mentioned which make the tool
worthy of further development, since it can open a ourishing eld in the
pillars this dissertation is grounded on, namely the NMR instrumentation
and experimental techniques of soil hydrology.
The tool in its current state can be deployed in outow experiments of
higher dynamics richness which could put into the test not only the models
for the hydraulic characteristics of the soil (h) and K() but also the algo-
rithms that are applied in inverse analysis. This is an actual topic in research
in hydrology nowadays [Hop1].
Furthermore, the composed character expressed by eq. 5.4 of the eect of
the sample on the relaxation should be taken as incentive for improvement of
the tool. In the middle term, it is wished a tool which can be deployed out-
doors and supplies through relaxation analysis information less determined
by the instrument features and more by the microscopical conditions of the
retained water. This entails basically improving three aspect such as: im-
munity of the rf coil to far-eld noise, improved design of rf coil to correct
the variability in the local value of n? and to improve the conversion of the
electrical rf power into rf eld without detracting the thermal noise gure
(adjusment of the quality factor of the tank circuit).
Once these improvements are implemented, it would be possible to use
stimulated echoes (instead of Hahn echoes) to separate the contribution of
diusion and surface on the relaxation spectra, so it has been already accom-
plished for the NMR-MOUSE [Rat1]. Estimation of the microscopical pa-
rameters like average S/V and diusion coecient in partially saturated soil
would be possible, producing a data of rm scientic value for the modelling
of these systems and to research their relation to their hydraulic behavior of
the soil.
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Appendix A
A theoretical Signal-to-Noise
Ratio
A.1 Introduction
With the aim of having an estimation of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
that could serve in the conception of the NMR SPADE, the calculation of
this experimentally dened parameter was undertaken based on theoretical
considerations. Although Hoult et al. [Hou1] already present a theoretical
treatment of this problem, their work is limited to the case of homogeneous
elds. In this sense, some of their premises are assumed in this work for the
case of the inhomogeneous eld found in the magnet designs like that of the
NMR-SPADE.
This so called "theoretical" SNRtheo is later compared to an proper ex-
perimental SNRexp, measured in each case for two coils of dierent sizes and
at dierent depths D (Fig. A.2) and using a magnet of dimensions 300 x 300
mm2, further described by Perlo et al. [Per1]. The temporal parameters of
the CPMG sequence, the actual depths used and the dimension of the coil
determine also the input data applied in the calculation. From the agree-
ment between these two quantities the validity of the theoretical approach
has been attested.
A.2 The experimental signal-to-noise ratio
Experimental conditions for :
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 NMR Parameters: Frequency fo=8.2 MHz, pulse length t180=35 s,
echo time E=130 s, NE=32, NS=8, acquisition window ACQ=40
s, recycling delay RD=0.5 sec, gradient g=2.5 T/m, susceptibility of
rubber Rubber=1.0 * 10
 9.
 Coil Dimensions: A larger coil, called just BIG of external dimensions
45 x 52 mm2, and a smaller coil, called just SMALL of dimensions 36
x 44 mm2. Both coils are made of 4 turns of cooper wire of diameter
1.47 mm.
 Depth Explored: The distance between the coil and the sensitive
volume D, as shown in Fig. A.1, was swept between 7 and 16 mm in
steps of 1 mm. The sample consisted of a rubber cube of dimensions
40 x 40 x 60 mm3.
It is important, in the wish of conferring coherence to this discussion,
to mention the reason of employing coils of two dierent sizes. Numerical
calculations of B1 using the Biot-Savart law suggested a slight enhancement
of 30% in the value of the eld at depths larger than 13 mm for the BIG coil
in comparison to the values of encountered for the SMALL coil. These coils
were therefore constructed to determinate whether such an enhancement in
eld would actually improve SNRexp at such depths.
H
SensitiveVolumeSample
Coil
MagnetMagnet
Figure A.1: Setup for the experimental determination of SNR with a NMR-
MOUSE.
Figure A.1 makes clear the arrangement for the determination of SNRexp.
As mentioned, D is the depth and H is the distance between the sensitive
volume and the top of the magnet, which, for a Larmor frequency of 8.2
MHz correspond to 29 mm. So, by varying D while keeping H constant, the
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change of SNRexp at each depth can be followed without having to retune the
rf tank circuit of the coil. As the denition of SNRexp states (eq. 4.2) which
requires beyond the signal S, the sequence parameters NE and NS, and the
standard deviation . This last quantity was calculated at each depth over
a population of 20 measurements.
In order to obtain gures for SNRexp strictly comparable to each other,
and under the circumstance that the thickness of the sensitive volume is de-
termined by the nite width of the pulse t180, it is necessary at each depth
to readjust the rf power to comply with the refusing condition of the pulse
while keeping t180 constant. Results of the measurement are depicted in Fig.
A.2 for both coils at the mentioned depths, with the error bar corresponding
to the standard deviation at each depth.
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Figure A.2: NMR signal with statistical uncertainties for dierent depths,
measured with the BIG and SMALL coils. Experimental parameters: fo=8.2
MHz, NE=32, NS=8, E=130 s, t180=35 s. Rubber Sample: 40 x 40 mm
2.
One rst interesting fact regarding these results was the dierence be-
tween the signals for the BIG coil and the SMALL coils. The SMALL coil
performed considerably better even at depths for which the eld in both coils
was expected to be the same. This might be originated on the fact that in
the SMALL coil, as having smaller quality factor, the current decays faster
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after the pulse goes o. In fact, considering the applied sequence parameters,
the voltage in the coil must drop from the 300 V immediately after the o-
switching to nV level in less than 30 sec. This gives an idea of how critical
the AC characteristic of the coil are for the good performance of a low eld
NMR instrument, making room to introduce in the future more improvement
in this element,
A.3 The theoretical signal-to-noise ratio
Following the denition of SNRexp, a theoretical equivalent can be con-
structed from the ratio of the induced voltage in coil by the spins on-resonance
Vsignal and the voltage of the thermal noise Vnoise:
SNRtheo =
Vsignal
Vnoise
Therefore, to complete the calculation of SNRtheo it is then mandatory
to execute the calculation of the quantities Vsignal and Vnoise.
A.3.1 Calculation of the NMR signal
Although other authors [Bal1, Zur1] have purposed several methods to cal-
culate the NMR signal in low-eld applications , we follow the suggestion of
Hurlimann and Grin [Hur1] to calculate the voltage induced in the coil by
a population of on-resonance spins distributed over a volume V, expressed
by eq. A.1.
Vsignal =

o
Z
V
dVB2o (r)
!1 (r)
I
F

!o (r)

m1;y (r) (A.1)
where !1 (r) =I is the eciency of the coil to detect the signal from the
on-resonance spins at position r. This last scalar quantity is based on the
frequency equivalent of the rf eld B1 dened in the eq. 3.8. F (!1) stays
for the spectral response of the rf tank circuit, which depends directly on
the oset frequency !o. Following its denition (eq. 3.7), the sensitive
volume V is located in rst order at the places where the oset frequency
equals 0. Evaluation of Eq. A.1 must occur over this volume V. That is, of
course, only possible with a previous knowledge of the spatial dependence of
Bo and B1. For the static eld in the magnet design under consideration,
this can be described by the Eq. A.2, where Bo is the magnitude of static
eld at resonance (0.19 T) and g the value of the gradient (2.5 T/m) in the
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case of the permanent magnet used in the experimental determination of the
SNRexp.
Bo = Bsbz + g  (y   yo) bz (A.2)
This equation assumes the frame of reference depicted in the Fig. 4.1,
where the yo comes to be the depth of the sensitive volume, measured from
the top of the coil. Equation A.2 expresses also a common feature of all
magnet design based on the NMR-MOUSE: The uniformity for the gradient
of the static eld over a large volume, which, for this particular magnet, is
maintained for a depth yo between 19 and 39 mm (25 and 45 mm measured
from the top of the magnet, as the coil lies 6 mm over it [Per1]).
The calculation of the reception eciency !1=I for each coil and depth yo,
follows straightforward from the rf eld B1 and on the Equations 3.6 and 3.8.
With the elements that composes the formula A.1 evaluated, the next
natural step, i.e. the execution of the integral, is facilitated by the introduc-
tion of an approximation that takes advantage of the symmetries presented
in the static and rf elds. Bearing this objective on mind, it is pertinent to
study the implications the function m1;y has on the sensitive volume V.
As the Fig. A.1 suggest, the sensitive volume exhibits a form of almost
at slice of certain thickness y thanks to the (at rst approximation) the
uniformity of the gradient on the plane XZ and with the assumption of con-
veniently adjusted magnitude of the rf eld, !1==t180 over the excited slice.
Along the Y axis, the eect of spins that continuously win and loose their
resonance condition can be easily depicted by plotting m1;y over the !o-
axis, so as it has been done in the Fig. A.3 (continuous curve). This curve
represents an 1D prole of the excited slice and can be seen also as a cut
of Fig. 3.3 though the line A. Again in the Fig. A.3, the small peaks, in
appearance modulated by a sinc function envelope, are expression also for
the coherence enhancements that arise due imperfect rf-pulses or frequency
osets. They actually contribute very little to the nal prole, and in fact,
play a role in the coherence evolution mostly in its transitional regime [Hur1].
Naturally, it is the peak corresponding to !o=0 the one that dominates
the conservation of coherence during the sequence. This is not a surprise, of
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Figure A.3: m1;y vs. !o (solid). !1==t180, E=130 sec, t180=35 sec.
Step function (!o=25 KHz, dotted). F (!o) for the SMALL and BIG coils
(dashdot and dashed respectively).
course. However, the utility of Fig. A.3 goes beyond that fact: It shows also
that this 1D prole of the sensitive volume or slice, can be approximated by
a hat function dened by a width y.
The width of the hat function determines thus the thickness of the excited
slice. Introducing its denition by taking the middle point between the origin
and the rst zero from the generic expression of m1;y, the thickness y is
given by the Eq. A.3.
z =
p
3
t180g
(A.3)
Using the purposed approximation to replace m1;y and the spatial de-
pendence of the static eld given by the Eq. A.2, the formula A.1 takes then
the form:
Vsignal =

o
Z yo+y=2
yo y=2
dy
Z
A
dxdz

Bo + g (y   yo)
2!1 (x; z; y)
I
(A.4)
As the form of this integral hints, a further approximation on !1 can be
of advantage, specially after setting the origin of the variable of integration
y at the middle of the excited slice y = yo. A Taylor expansion around the
depth of the excited slice yo implements it, as the following equation states:
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!1 (x; y; z) = !1 (x; yo; z) +
@!1 (x; yo; z)
@y
(y   yo) +
1
2
@2!1 (x; yo; z)
@y2
(y   yo)2 + : : :
The introduction of this series in the Eq. A.4 allows to further develop
it. So, a series in powers of the slice thickness y is obtained for the Vsignal
around the depth of the sensitive volume yo. For the rst two non-zero terms,
such serie S takes then the following form:
Vsignal =

o
Z
A
dxdzB2o
!1 (x; yo; z)
I
y +

o
Z
A
dxdz
1
12I
nB2o
2
@2!1
@y2
+ 2Bog
@!1
@y
+ !1g
2
o
y3 + : : :
This last equation is in fact a meaningful one when interpreted under the
light of the inuences the changes in the rf and the static exert on the nal
value of Vsignal. The rst term express the fact that once the pulse success-
fully achieves to tilt the magnetization at the given slice of thickness y, it
is the integration of coil eciency !1=I over the plane XZ what determines
the actual value of the induced NMR signal. This result represents a rene-
ment in comparison with previous calculation made by Perlo [Per4], where
the value, without performing any integration, of !1=I at the excited slice
is the leading term in establishing the sought strength of the NMR signal.
There is of course no second order term in the series, due to the even char-
acter the step function possess around the middle point of the slice. The
third order term is an expression of the inuence the local changes of the
static and rf elds within the sensitive volume have on the Vsignal. In the
numerical evaluation of this term for the coil geometries and magnet design
here considered, it never exceeded a value higher than 3% of that of the rst
term. It is of sense therefore to neglect it for any further consideration.
By substitution of the slice thickness (Eq. A.3) in the last equation, a
rst-order approximation for Vsignal can be so presented:
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Vsignal =

o
B2o
Z
A
dxdz
!1 (x; yo; z)
I
p
3
t180g
(A.5)
As this last equation states, the following statement can be then taken
as the conclusive remark of this section: The integration of the reception
eciency !1=I of the coil over an certain area A is enough to calculate the
voltage induced by the spins in the coil, multiplying the result by the corre-
sponding terms. Easily it can be also seen that after calculation of the rf eld
for each depth yo, the Equation A.5 can be evaluated directly. The task was
accomplished either in this appendix and in the section 4.2 with the same
MATLABr code.
With respect to the area A, dependent on the depth yo, a further detail
must still be noted: The area A changes little with the depth, as the g.
A.4 suggests: The contour shows the points for which m1;y=0.5 at dierent
depths for the BIG coil, with the coil self represented by the regular dashed
square. Following the shape of the dierent contours, it can be seen that
the excited slice cast resemblance with the coil at the smallest depths. If
the depths increases, this resemblance becomes weaker, although the area
enclosed by the contour line (a quarter of A) changes little.
Another aspect that is related to the experimental determination of SNRexp
and should not be overseen is the following one: In the range of depths con-
sidered (7-16 mm), it is always assumed that the local magnetization is refo-
cused. At longer depths, this entails the delivery of pulses of higher power.
The power capabilities of the deployed equipment are of importance in re-
gard to this point. For the case of current consideration, the supplied power
of 2000 W of the TECMAG rf amplier utilized in this work are enough to
fulll this condition only with a t180 of 35 s. Naturally, this is the value to
be use in the evaluation of equation A.5.
A.3.2 Thermal noise
Thermal noise, an unavoidable companion in the acquisition of AC signal of
very weak amplitude, is originated by the uctuations in the local density of
free electrons due to their thermal movements [Ede1]. A well known formula
given by Nyquist describes the root-mean-square level of this noise Vnoise
present in a coil that possess a resistance RAC against a current oscillating
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Figure A.4: Contour curves for a asymptotic transverse magnetization
m1;z = 0:5, induced over the XZ plane by the coil BIG. E=130 sec, t180=35
sec. Depths: 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15 mm. The dashed line represents the coil
BIG.
with frequency f :
Vnoise =
p
4kTRACf (A.6)
where T is the absolute temperature of the coil, f is the spectral bandwith
of the coil, acting as a receiving element, and k the Boltzmann constant. To
evaluate this equation it must be reminded that the coil belong to a rf tank
circuit which posses important AC features like the resonant frequency fo
and the quality fact Q. For the case of our concern, the calculation of the
noise level Vnoise requires the measurement of the Q for both coils, a task that
can be easily accomplished in a spectral analyzer. f can be then obtained
by using a the operational denition of Q=f=fo. The other variable needed
for the evaluation, RAC , demands the measurement of the inductance of the
coil L, which can be solved from the theoretical denition of Q=!oL=RAC .
The measurement of L can be done indirectly using the matching and tuning
conditions for the rf tank circuit, expressed by the following formulae [Kod1]:
Req = Q!OL

Ct + Cm
Ct
2
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Table A.1: Electrical features and thermal noise for the BIG and SMALL
coils.
Q L (Hy) RAC(
) Vnoise (nV)
Big Coil 83 1.2 0.89 42.0
Small Coil 69 0.7 0.47 27.9
!2OL (Ct + Cm) = 1
where Ct and Cm are the tuning and matching capacitors of the rf tank cir-
cuit, being the rst usually the only variable known a priori when tuning
the rf tank circuit. Req, the equivalent resistance of the tank circuit, equals
50 
 when matched with the standard value of the internal impedance in
any rf equipment. Once the matching and tuning conditions are achieved
Ct and Cm can be deduced from these last two equations and also so RAC .
Evaluation yielded the results presented in the Table A.1:
As a corollary added to this discussion, an advantage of measuring the
AC features of the coil lies on the fact that the normalized spectral response
F (!o) (Eq. A.1) of the rf tank circuit can be rmly determined, using
a classical equation for the module of the AC impedance jZpj of a parallel
connected tank circuit evaluated over the space of the absolute frequency !
[Pfe1]:
jZpj = RAC
vuuut (Q!=!o)2 + 1
1  (!=!O)2
2
+

!=!OQ
2
The advantage of the formulation of F (!o) becomes evident when ex-
amining Fig. A.3, where an unitary bF (!o) for both coils is also depicted
in an axis centered on the operation frequency used (8.2 MHz): The gure
allows to consider in comfortable way over the axis of the oset frequency
!o the response of the tank circuit and the excited bandwidth of the sensi-
tive volume. As it is easy to recognize, the frequency responses for the both
coils shows a bandwidth quite broader than the excited band of the sensitive
volume. This fact makes unnecessary their consideration in the evaluation
of the Eq. A.1, as the past development has assumed.
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A.4 Theoretical SNR vs. experimental SNR
Evaluation of Eq. A.5 over the limits given by the rubber sample, and di-
vided by the corresponding Vnoise produced the theoretical SNR (SNRtheo)
depicted in Fig. A.5. The experimental SNR are plotted there as well.
Although the prediction does not perfectly match and in fact a systematic
dierence in the absolute values of about 50% must be addmited, we can take
the theoretical values as an upper limit for the SNR under given
 !
Bo and
 !
B1.
This dierence, regarded to be a a consequence of the limited capacity the
coil possesses to change from the transmission (and conducting currents of
several amperes) to the reception modes (receiving voltage at the nV level),
can be tolerated for the purpose of the design the eq. A.5 is intended for.
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